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he Crown Lands Office (C. L. 0. ) has long
served as a major land administrator and
manager in the Eastern and Central
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long term productivity and environmental stability, a
land use planning process must be developed. Poor

establishment the C. L. 0. has seen many changes,

land management results in costs to the community
which although often hidden (e. g. in increased prices
for residential sites, or in repairs and maintenance of

both in the land it manages and the community it
serves. Although the original holdings which

buildings) are nevertheless significant and avoidable
through proper planning.

Divisions of New South Wales. Since its

constituted the Crown estate have been diminished

by disposal to freehold ownership and to other
government agencies, the C. Lots still responsible
forthe management of a large area of land within

the State. This now comprises a range of land
parcels from smallisolated blocks to relatively large
areas of undeveloped country.

Major changes in the community's perception of

A land use planning process requires the following
components:

I. An inventory of land resources;

2. An assessment of land use capability; and
3. An assessment of land use suitability.

the environment have also occurred, the rise of the

In addition, a planning process for Crown land

conservation movement in the 1970's and the

needs to:

population's increasing mobility and interest in
recreation have meant changing responsibilities for

. Suit the discontinuous and fragmented nature of

the C. L. 0.

The public now demands greater accountability
from government bodies and also more direct input
into the decision making process. These changes in
community values and the diminishing public land
resource have led to land use conflicts. In response

to such conflicts the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act, 1979 was set up to allow orderly
land use planning, provision for public participation
in this planning and the full consideration of
environmental impacts of development.

The C. L. 0. responded to these changes by
adopting a policy of retaining Crown land for
conservation purposes (Appendix A). It also
recognised that to fulfilits management role and
ensure that uses of Crown land are consistent with

the Crown estate.

. Operate on a regional basis.
. Accommodate a large range of land uses.
. Utilise the expertise of other government
agencies.

. Suit the available staff resources and skills.

The first part of this report provides a background to
the development of the Land Assessment and
Planning Process (L. A. P. P. ) for Crown land in the
Eastern and Central Divisions of New South Wales.

Part Two of the report provides a detailed
description of the Process.

The Grown Estate comprises a range of landparcels from smalli^o1ated blocks to relatively large areas of undeveloped country.
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n 1980 the Department of Lands began working
with the Department of Environment and Planning
then the Planning and Environment Commission)
to develop a method of assessing and determining
the best use for Crown land.

The project was seen as an opportunity to
integrate the policies of both organisations to ensure

that decisions on the future use of the Crown estate
would conform to environmental planning

procedures. Various initiatives of the Department of

This process was a policy driven land use planning
method involving a systematic computer compatible
land inventory of Crown land, an assessment of its

capabilities for various land uses and identification
of its preferred land uses.

The report also identified the need for explicit
statements of the philosophy, aims and objectives of

the Crown Lands Office in performing its land

management functions as a prerequisite to policy
formulation.

Lands at that time, such as the reservation from sale
of areas suitable for conservation purposes and the

2.1 POLICY DEVELOPMENT

undertaking of regional resource inventories, were
seen as complementary to the responsibilities of the
Department of Environment and Planning (D. E. P. )

To fulfilthe need identified in the Interim Report, a

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment

Act, 1979. They thus served as a basis for increased
co-operation and discussion between the two
Departments on regional planning matters. After
preliminary discussions, the study commenced in
November, 1980 and significant work began in
February, 1981.

The aim of the project was to provide an

objective basis for the implementation of land
management policies adopted by the Department of
Lands for Crown lands. Encompassed in this aim

discussion paper, The Philosophy and Objective for
Crown Land Management(Department of Lands
1982a), was prepared. The purpose of this paper
was to presentthe options for a land management
philosophy and objectives forthe Crown Lands
Office; to recommend an approach to the

management of the Crown estate; and to lay a

foundation forthe next step in the recommended

procedure, namely the development of land use
policy statements based on the objective.

2. ,., An Objective for Crown Land

were three objectives:

(i) to develop a methodology for compiling a
resource inventory of Crown lands on a

regional or similarly appropriate basis;
tiny to develop a methodology for assessing the
significance of such resources within a
region or the State using a comparative
basis; and

(iii) to develop a modelfor determining and
evaluating planning and management
policies for Crown lands.

An interim report (Department of Lands 1981)

Management
The approach adopted in this paper for prescribing

an objective for Crown land management was one
of building on and strengthening existing
foundations. The objective of the land management
function of the Crown Lands Office at the time was

"To manage the Crown estate forthe benefit of the
people" (Department of Lands 1980a). This objective
was supported by six policies which help to expand
and clarify the objective. These policies are:

~ (i) Land management will be proactive.

~ (ii) The conservation of the environment will be a
major consideration in land management.

identified weaknesses in the existing land use

philosophy and policies of the Crown Lands Office
and in the system used for assessment and
disposition of Crown land. The report outlined the

-(iii) Land titles will be progressiveIy brought within
the 'Torrens System'.

first draft of the Land Assessment and Disposition

Public access to Crown land for recreation and

Process (L. A. D. P. ) and proposed how this could be
used to improve the management decision making

(iv)

Land Assessment and Planning Process (LAP. P. ).

(v) In managing the Crown estate-

for Crown land. The Process was later renamed the

8

leisure will be provided and encouraged.
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. its optimum desirable use will be a prime
consideration,

noalienation fland would be ermitt d ce t

w ere land wa required for residential, coinmer ial
or Industrial use an w ere s

. land required for future public use will be
,

identified and retained,

e

y soun

nvironmen

was
rinin

. Land

could still e edicated for various purposes or
reserved under the management of Trusts or local

. environmentally sensitive land will be
identified and protected,

government. The use of land by individuals would be
permitted through term leases and other forms of
temporary occupation where not in conflict with

. land for recreation will be developed for
public enjoyment,

longer term use.

The principal supporting arguments forthis
retention or conservation option were:

. land for homes, rural production, commerce
and industry will be made available, and

(1) After 200 years of land disposal to achieve land
settlement in the State, it was time to halt the

. land for approved non-profit making or
charitable purposes will be made available

process and carefully assess the remaining
resource;

at the cost of development.

-(vi) Land management research will be undertaken.
The issues inherent in the primary objective were
identified as:

00 Much of the Crown estate is marginal land for
rural development purposes and would be better
used for conservation and recreation purposes;
(iii) Given the nature of the Crown estate, public
lands should be available for the use of all the

I. The stewardship nature of the Crown Lands
Office's role, the need therefore to

appreciate what does and does not
constitute public interest, and the means of
establishing this;
~ 2. A responsibility to ensure that land
management decisions benefit the public;
3. Recognition of latent as well as expressed
demands forthe use of the Crown estate;

4. The need to determine the capacity of the
Crown estate to accommodate these

demands; and

5. The need to establish means of resolving
conflict between competing demands
according to the criterion of greatest public
benefit.

Thus a more explicit statement of the primary

public;
(iv) The most economic use of public land is not
necessarily in the public interest;
(v) The retention option is complementary to the
conservation initiatives of the Crown Lands

Office; and

(vi) Maximum practical retention will provide the
maximum flexibility for future land management.
In 1982 the contents of this discussion paper were
endorsed in principle by the Crown Lands Office
Board of Management and the then Minister for
Lands. Since then, action has been taken to

implement the Recommended Option forthe
management of Crown lands.

2. ,. 3 Development of Land Use
Policies

objective forthe land management role of the Crown
Lands Office is:

To undertake assessment of lands comprising
the Crown estate and to accurately identify and
evaluate different community demands, in
order to provide a basis for land use and

management decisions aimed at achieving the
greatest immediate and long-term public benefit.

2.1.2 A Philosophy for the

Management of Crown Land
The discussion paper examined options for a land
management philosophy and recommended that all
land comprising the Crown estate would be retained
and managed by the Crown in perpetuity. In general,

Having defined and adopted the philosophy and
objective for management of the Crown estate, it
was then necessary forthe Crown Lands Office to
proceed with the development of policy statements
which would help achieve the objective. These
policies reflect government aims and objectives and
also the perceived wants or expectations of the
general community in respect of the use,
development and conservation of the Crown land
resource. Such policies give focus and direction to
the land use planning and land management
responsibilities of the C. L. 0.
A clearly defined set of land use policies are an
important part of the LA. P. P. They are used to
guide the collection of inventory information, as well
as for the actual selection of preferred uses.
The formulation of policies has been pursued

44*
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within a three-tiered structure which comprises

State, regional and local land use policies. This
approach parallels the structure of the planning

system adopted in the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act, 1979.

While the broad issues addressed by State land

use policies will be relevant to most management
planning, it is necessary to define them more
specifically, to ensure that effective policy exists to
guide decisions in a regional or local setting.
Accordingly, regional and local policy sets are
developed which conform with the State policy
statements but which are more definitive so as to

specific land use needs and problems in a study
area are addressed. Like the regional policies they

are
usually direc^:^d mainly at types of land use.
However, as the. \-policies are compiled for study
areas which are not often larger than a Local
Government Area, they can be very definitive
statements based wholly on local land

characteristics and circumstances. The form and

application of these policies is addressed in more
detail in Section 5.4.

On this basis, local policies effectiveIy allocate
land uses to individual parcels of land when

undertaking a planning study. They are therefore

better reflect and deal with the specific regional or

regarded as specific decision making statements or

local issues.

"working" policies.

All of the policies will be kept under constant
review to ensure that the land use planning of the

Crown estate is receptive to changes in the physical,
social, economic and political environment.

State Policies
State land use policies are a set of statements on
the general principles and aims adopted by the
C. L. 0. to direct its land use planning decisions for
the Crown estate of N. S. W.

Most of the issues and policy statements were

previously identified in the aforementioned
discussion paper, The Philosophy and Objective for
Land Management; although they have been

adjusted so as to specifically refer to the land use
allocation process while still retaining the same

2.2 LAND INVENTORY
The two other major objectives of the project,

namely to develop a resource inventory and a
methodology for assessing significance of resources
were addressed in separate reports.
The Draft Land Resource Inventory

(Department of Lands 1982b) established a

technique for collecting information on the natural
resource and socio-economic attributes of Crown

land, outlined the function and features of a land
resource inventory, discussed the land uses relevant
to Crown land and detailed the factors to be
inventoried.

underlying principles.

The State policy set (Appendix B) has been
arranged into four sections, each of which
addresses a major aspect of land use planning by
the Crown Lands Office. Policies are presented in
the form of an identified issue and an accompanying

2.3 LAND ASSESSMENT
The Draft Land Assessment Report (Department of
Lands 1982c) suggested a procedure for

policy statement.

establishing the capabilities of Crown land and
selecting preferred uses on the basis of community

Regional Policies

needs and the long term viability of the land.
Community need was expressed through the

The second level of policy development is
concerned with the range of land use issues which
are dealt with on a regional basis. The regional
policy sets for each of the 13 Lands Offices in
N. S. W. therefore address the particular problems,
characteristics and issues related to land use

planning and land management in those areas.
Unlike the emphasis on land use issues in the
State policies, these regional sets focus more on the
type of land uses which are being catered for in a
region and the significance or priority they assume.
Despite this different format, the regional policies
still conform with and embrace many of the general

principles and aims raised in the more widely
applicable State land use policies.

Local Working Policies
The final policy levelinvolves the development of
local working policy sets for each LAP. P. study
area. Using the regional policies as a starting base,
a set of local policies is developed so that the
1.0

Department's land management philosophy and

further defined through regional and local land use
policies.
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hroughoutthe period of LA. P. P. development,
close attention has been paid to its integration

,

..

was conducted.

During the first half of 1983 five seminars were

into the operational divisions of the Crown
Lands Office. A number of staff training and staff
participation programmes were undertaken to
facilitate this integration.
In 1981, two week-long seminars provided a

held at regional centres throughout N. S. W.
Workshop techniques were used to familiarise

delegates with the practical steps involved in
undertaking the L. A. P. P. A workshop manual, the
L. A. D. P. User's Guide (Department of Lands 1983)

working background in the principles and techniques was produced to facilitate this approach.
of land use planning in the context of the new
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act.

The delegates to these regional seminars formed
the nucleus of a land assessment and planning
group in each regional Lands Office. Subsequently,

Delegates were drawn from alit3 regional Lands
Offices and the Western Lands Commission.

each Lands Office has undertaken an initial L. A. P. P.

It was envisaged that providing such a
background in land use planning would better equip
regional staff to contribute to and review the
L. A. P. P. as it was developed.
Reports on each stage of the L. A. P. P. were
progressiveIy developed and circulated to the 13
regional Lands Offices for review and comment.

project including complete Local Government Area
and river catchment area studies.

Early in 1984 a joint project with the C. S. I. R. 0.
was established to develop computer software for

use in the LA. P. P. Progress on the project has been
documented in a working paper(Cocks, Garrard and
Ive 1985) and a divisional report (Cocks, Cole,
Garrard, Ive and Trethewey 1986).

Once the land inventory stage of the Process had
been developed, three of the Lands Offices

During the latter part of 1984, six officers of the

participated in pilot projects. The purpose of these
pilot projects was to test and refine the inventory

C. L. 0. were assigned part-time to a Regional
Extension Service which provides ongoing

technique. The development of the finalstage of the co-ordination, technical assistance and staff training
Process, that of land assessment, again involved a
number of Lands Offices in pilot projects. Following

to regional Lands Offices. A training manual
(Department of Lands 1985) and programmes were
also introduced to assist the Regional Extension

a number of refinements to the Process a formal

programme for its introduction into Lands Offices

Officers,

Stafftraining programmes have been important to the integration of the LandAssessment and Planning Process into regional offices.
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he Land Assessment and Planning Process

(LA. P. P. ) is a systematic approach for the

identification, assessment and allocation of land
uses to Crown land. Basically, the L. A. P. Pts a

policy driven approach based on the C. SIR. 0. 's
SIRO Plan (Coinpagnoni and Cocks 1981), modified
to suit the varying scale and discontinuity of Crown
land. The process involves four main steps (See
Figure 4.1):

A. Establish the study's Terms of Reference

by: delineating the study and functional
areas, identifying land use pressures, and
prescribing working policies.
B. Undertake a land resource inventory by

It is important to stress that the L. A. P. Pts
essentially an areal and regional assessment

process for Crown land. It is geared towards a land
use (or systems) level of planning, not site

management planning. The Process outlines the
Department's general land use policies and assists
in the selection of preferred uses.

The place of the Land Assessment and Planning

Process in the context of the Department s planning

responsibilities, and the broader State planning
system, is better understood by briefly highlighting
the various planning levels at which the C. L. 0. is

active. This basically entails four distinct areas or
levels of involvement:

(i)

dividing functional areas into discrete

homogeneous mapping areas, and
classifying and recording their natural

State planning is mainly concerned with the
prescription of policies to guide land use
decision-making and indicate objectives and

priorities for land management projects and
administration. The philosophy and general

resource attributes and land use factors.

policy statements outlined in Part I inititally
provided this direction and the subsequent

C. Assess the land by determining its

State Land Use Policies Set (see Appendix B)

capability to support land uses and

now presents the efforts of the C. L. 0. in such

selecting a preferred use.

planning.

D. Review and implement the preferred land

use plan through public exhibition and
through Departmental programmes and
statutory controls. Replan as required.
The processes of planning, management and
disposition of Crown land will be the responsibility of

the Crown Lands Office and will primarily entail
vacant Crown land, reserved land and leasehold land.

Possible consequences of the process include:

(ii)

Regional planning and plans will almost
certainly assume several forms although the
scale of inventory and assessment completed

by the C. L. 0. will essentially only be to the

limits of detail possible with the LA. P. P.
Regional planning may therefore take one of
the following approaches:

. regional plans based on aggregating

Shire-wide LA. P. P. studies or parts thereof

as they become available. This will depend

I. Land management through the

on the boundaries established for a regional

Department's programmes, e. g. recreation

study which may be initiated by the
Department of Environment and Planning
(D. E. P. ) or other government agencies.

reserve management, walking tracks,

camping grounds, homesites, leases for
specific purposes.
2. Land reservation for future public
requirements.

. plans prepared by the C. L. 0. may depend

on the aims and objectives of a study into

regional planning issues which are to be
investigated by the C. L. 0. or other
organisations. For instance, the C. L. 0. may

3. Land eXchange to enable the realisation of
land management objectives.

elect to examine the function of the Crown

estate in providing for public recreation
along the entire south Coast of N. S. W.

4. Land transfer to another Government body,

e. g. National Parks and Wildlife Service,
Forestry Commission.
5. Land conversion to freehold ownership.
1.2

.

regional plans could also be regarded simply
as a combination of alithe L. A. P. P. studies
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within an established administrative region

of the Department. In other words, it would
be a composite of the studies covering all

Crown land under the control of each of the
13 regional Lands Offices.

Because the administrative and management

regions of the C. L. 0. and other government
land resource agencies differ marked Iy,

regional plans will often not conform exactly to

that both sites are capable of accepting rural
residential use but one, the cultivated site, would be

subject to a greater cost, viz. the loss of valuable

cultivated land. Consequently the most suitable site,
in terms of minimising the opportunity cost, would
be the undulating grazing land.

By providing information on the attributes and

capabilities of Crown land, the LAP. P. also
facilitates the prescription of management plans for

specific sites following allocation of a preferred use.

the Lands Office boundaries.

(iii) Local planning by the C. L. 0. relates to Local
Government Areas or, where appropriate, to

areas falling within significant geographic
boundaries e. g. a catchment area. The L. A. P. P.

Crown lands have unique conservation, recreational and
scenic values

is especially designed as a methodology for
developing planning of Crown land which can be
equated with Local Environmental Studies as
defined by the State planning legislation.

Apart from State, regional and local planning,

(iv)

there is actually a fourth tier of environmental

planning in which the Department is engaged,

that of site specific management and
development planning. Although the L. A. P. P.
will certainly provide information which will
assist in such exercises, more definitive

resource and planning data would need to be
collected and interpreted for the preparation of
management plans.
E

Land assessment findings are employed in two main
ways:

,\

. selecting the best site for a particular use; and
. choosing between land uses competing

for the

limited land resource available.

The LA. P. P. is most commonly concerned with the
second task. It is necessary to identify the features

and physical constraints affecting each permitted

land use in order to determine the land capability,
i. e. the type and intensity of use which the area can

accept. The most suitable or preferred land use is

then selected. This choice is based on community

needs and government policy as enunciated in the
working policy set.

An example may better illustrate the concepts of

land capability and land suitability. Consider the
establishment of rural residential areas (hobby farms)
on two alternate sites: one is an area of level, prime
cultivated land; and the other is undulating,

moderately productive grazing land. Both sites

possess attributes to sufficiently meet the needs of
a rural residential zoriing. However, hobby farms

could be established on grazing land with a much
lesser adverse impact than on prime cultivated land.
In the first instance, the land should remain

moderately productive whereas, in the second, an

area formerly capable of intense cultivation could be
reduced to grazing.
Land assessment, in this example, would indicate
1.4
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5.1

THE STEPS

Crown lands which will be examined and the extent

to which they will be examined.

In some circumstances, the status or geographic

Determining the Terms of Reference is the starting
point for the LA. P. P. and provides the planning

nature of the land will be such that detailed
examination is considered unwarranted or

framework of each study. The specific components
covered by these Terms are:

Inappropriate. Crown land which is lawfulIy

contracted to be sold will generally be omitted from

I. the delineation of the study region;

studies except where some practical benefit may

arise from its inclusion. For instance, where the

2. identification of the Crown lands which are
to be examined in the study;
3.

C. L. 0.1s likely to seek exclusions of a part of such a

land parcel before alienation (e. g. adjoining water

courses), then at least partial study of the area

would be undertaken.

the development of working policies to
guide land use decisions;

4.

Within the Crown estate there are land parcels
which exist as very narrow elongated strips. These

include road reserves (often unformed), Travelling
Stock
Reserves CFS. R. 's), river beds and strips of
waterfront land.

the identification of land uses which would

be permitted in this region;

The ability to deal with such lands in the L. A. P. P.

5. division of the study region into functional

framework is obviously limited and they are better

areas; and

assessed through specific land management

6. priority ranking of functional areas.

programmes (viz. T. S. R. - multiple use planning

and recent legislation, waterfront reserve planning).
Nonetheless, basic identification of these narrow

It should be noted that a number of these steps can

elongated lands will usually be completed because
of the significant role they perform in linking other

be performed simultaneously or in an iterative
manner.

Crown and public lands. This function has obvious
planning implications for an area in terms of issues
such as public access and recreation, and nature

5.2 DELINEATION OF STUDYAREA

conservation corridors.

The discontinuous or fragmented nature of Crown
land requires the delineation of boundaries for

individual studies. Where possible the boundaries

5.4 DEVELOPMENT OFWORKING
POLICIES

are coincidental with Local Government Areas

(L. G. A. 's) so that study findings can be a direct input
into the statutory environmental planning process.
However, further aggregation, or breaking down of
L. G. A. 's, may be necessary to accommodate:

. natural land boundaries, e. g. coastal areas,
river catchments, tablelands etc. , or
.

project investigation, e. g. Departmental
projects (homesites, walking tracks, regional

reserve development) or special Government

projects (airports, hospitals, schools, etc. ).

5.3 IDENTIFICATION OF LAND To

Departmental policies on land assessment and
planning are derived from Government directives
and philosophies. Working policies for individual

studies are developed from State and regional land

use policies (Section 2) and are tailored to suit the
specific land use issues in the study area. Issues

relevant to the development of working policies

include:

. public demand for land and specific uses of land
resources;
.

retention of land for environmental and ecological

BE STUDIED
Having established the general boundaries for a

L. A. P. P. study it is then necessary to identify the

the reservation of land for future use and the
purposes;

.

the legal obligations created under the Crown
Lands Consolidation Act, 19/3 and its

.

Amendments (1974); the Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act, 1979; and other

environmental controllegislation viz. Coastal
Protection, National Parks and Wildlife, and
Heritage Acts, etc. ;

. the future role of the Department as an active
land management agency;

5.4. , Permitted and Excluded Use
Policies

ThesepOiCleS Iddfrom, an
area. Selection of the most appropriate use wi e
depenUP" 'h entleXiStOr

are likeyOeXl .hth isnO

. the roles of other Departments in managing
Crown land and its resources;

ex ressed demand or for which necessary resourc
are absent. For a large study area a full spectrum o
land uses may require assessment while, in sina

. the Crown status of the land in question.
Community pressures for various land uses such as recrea ion
are taken into account in pollby development.

areas, a number of uses may be excluded.
Commony, O rt. FrthjsreasOn

study areas are divided into functional areas' w to
aregeqgraP. ' 'IrcharacteristicS
or experience similar land use pressures.
In selecting permitted land uses it is necessary o
,..

enunciate the basis for permitting or excluding
certain uses.

For example:
~\:*;<
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Land Use

Permitted Use Policies

Conservation

Consider conservation where a

*

^. J.

'.*\

proportion of the site is
wetland.

*

Natural Recreation

Consider natural recreation in
buffer areas separating

residential and conservation
areas.

The policies take the form of statements

addressing the land use issues applicable to a stu y
area. IdealIy they are concise, detailed statements

which specify under what conditions a land use is
preferred or excluded. These conditions relate to

biophysicalfeatures or constraints of the land, and

the social and economic land use pressures relevant
to the area.

These working policies can also cover both

regionaa d'th'ridividual
land uses. The policies can take a number offorms:

Excluded Use Policies

Remote Natural

Exclude from small areas or in

Recreation

proximity of conflicting uses.

Forestry

Exclude forestry where there
are no economicalIy desirable
stands

B
Byexcluding
excludingone
oneorormore
moreland
landuses
usesfrom
fromaastudy
stu y
area there will be a corresponding elimination of
unnecessary effort in the related inventory and
assessment tasks. For example, if urban

development is excluded as a land use due to ac
of expressed demand then the inventory offactors
related to such use and the assessment procedures

. Permitted and Excluded Use Policies

do not need to be completed.

. Exclusion Policies

5.4.2 Exclusion Policies

. Preferred Use Policies

These policies indicate where and on what basis
particular permitted land uses should be excluded

. Incompatible Use Policies

The application of such policies in the assessmen

procedures is outlined in the following sections.

1.6

Land Use

from those parts of the study area which possess
certain characteristics. The policies are applied in
the following situations:

- ,,
,

.
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,
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. where a particular land use would have a

damaging effect upon the existing environment;
. where economic constraints operate;

5.4.3 Preferred Use Policies
Preferred use policies are used to select (from the

list of permitted uses) the land use which best
satisfies community needs and conforms with the

. where the proposed land use is socially
unacceptable; and

capability of the land.

. where a land use would be inappropriate in
view of adjacent existing uses or current

Like permitted use policies, these are supportive

policies which enable the selection to be made. For

example:

zoriing.

Land Use Issue:

The exclusion policies are essentially common

Minimise infrastructure costs for rural

sense planning requirements which give formal
recognition to an area's land use constraints. An
example of an exclusion policy is as follows:

subdivisions.

Preferred Use Policy:
Give preference to rural residential

Land Use Issue:

development on lands appropriateIy zoned or

All Government buildings should avoid

contiguous with areas committed to such use.

flood-liable land.

5.4.4 Incompatible Use Policies

Exclusion Policy:

Exclude urban development from flood-liable

land.

Large essentially undisturbed natural areas have importance for

nature conservatibn.

Once a preferred use has been selected,
incompatible use policies indicate which alternative

uses would impede or prevent effective

management of the preferred use (either in the short

term or in the future). It is then necessary for such

,

incompatible uses to be excluded.
\

^

The application of incompatible use policies is

often the last sieve prior to the allocation of final
land use to a parcel of Crown land. The final

decision may involve a single or a multiple-use

option.

5.5 LAND USES RELEVANT To
CROWN LAND
The public purposes for which Crown land can be

utilised are extensive. They include conservation,
building sites, recreation, access, provision of
utilities, mining, forestry, fishing, agriculture, waste

disposal, government purposes and land
management and rehabilitation. The purpose of this

>

Section is to describe the broad land use types

which are relevant to Crown land and from which
permitted uses will be identified.
*

5.5. , Conservation

:

.

The conservation land use is primarily concerned

with ensuring the protection of environmentally

significant areas. Initially, conservation was founded

on the protection of natural resources (viz. fauna,

flora, habitat, water catchments, soil conservation

*

and visual quality). However, the concept of

^
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conservation has broadened to cover cultural or

heritage resources including historical, educational,

archaeological and scientific features.

Crown lands have a significant role to play in

nature conservation. This role can be twofold,

involving both the supply of land which supports a

,

d under the National Parks and Wildlife Act,

Wetlands provide important habitats for waterfow
icy\.*:"

1974. Significanceo t- of land
claims under the Aboriginal Land Rig ts c ,

~
*
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5.5.2 Recreation
lands with a high recreation potential are

widelydisperse
.. eation
Ia an important role in providing
recreation
lands (National Parks, State Forests, af^

Recreation
etc.,etc.
) to form
a State
wide
RecreationAreas,
Areas.
)to O'
b committe'
to one of the Department's recreational program

(walking tracks, bridle paths, urban parks,

campsites, bushland reserves) or remain
undeveloped and fulfilthe equally importan
preserving public access

diverserapg hikinoflarger
discreearp Fests, Nature
Reserves, certain Crown lands).

Fulfilment of this role depends especially on e
identification and protection of a number of key

ecosysem- ' rtntduetotheir
fragilityan e tjforceSor
human activity require protection and, in some

C. L. 0. has a long history of providing Ian or

aiargerang. e -t veoranised
showgrounds, vacationing in caravan par s, a
natural resource based activities utilising walk'
tracks and bush camping sites.

Recreation Types and Management
' ion of recreational opportunities which are

irisan , Iflanddependson

consist^n"
major
land
of land isis one
oneofofthe
the10fCrownland
majorgoals
goalsofofCrown
Crown
an

two main factors:landscape variety (e. g. vari^ty of

those recreation opportunities whic are ap

landform, vegetation, geology and water bodies) and
sensitivity (determined by the number of people who
visit the area and their concern for its sceniq value).
An example of Crown land with visual significance
might be an escarpment separating a plateau an a

to Crown land.

C wn lands surrounding urban centres provide recrea I
opportunities for urban populations

plain. eaSU q kj' buffers.
Rural landscapes, travel routes, recreation areas an
water bodies may also have visual significance.
(U. S. D. A. Forest Service 1974)
Crown lands may be used as study sites by
schools and tertiary institutions. Criteria for

assessing educational and scientific values inc u . e:

current usage by educational institutions; proximi y
to schools, colleges or universities; and the
resence of ecosystems, land types, geologica
formations, ecological successions, particular

species and impacts on various ecosystems. ^ie
which has little importance for nature conservation

at a regional or State level may have significant
educational value if it is the best locally available si e
for study.

Situated within areas of Crown land, there may e

buildings, works, relics or places of historic,

scientific, cultural, social, archaeological,
architectural, natural or aesthetic significance. uc

areasroayq drt'factsof
significance to Aboriginal culture are further
1.8
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The Crown Lands Office has a long history of supply^^g suitable
lands for urban recreatibn activities particularly in newly
developed areas

be the fulfilment of recreational needs, a recreation
area may also provide the following multiple use
benefits myo110ngong City Council 1981):

".,~~,..~"~~
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. nature conservation and open space;

,

. improved visual amenity;
. catchment protection;
. improved air quality;

*

. flood mitigation;
. buffering against incompatible uses; and
. provision of access.
Most recreation areas will not serve allthese

Recreation can be broadly defined as the range of
activities undertaken during leisure time. An almost

functions, but should possess specific attributes

unlimited number of activities can be described as

which present certain opportunities to the public.

recreational, and it is clearly impossible to plan and
implement recreation programmes for such an
amorphous concept. A more practical working
definition, specifically relating to Crown lands, is

Another characteristic of recreation areas is that,
within a district or region, they function as part of a
system. The system may consist of a range of areas
with different natural qualities, management
objectives, location, size, access and ultimately,
differing roles. Wilderness areas, National Parks,
State Recreation Areas, historic sites, scenic areas,
sports fields, parks, gardens and neighbourhood
playgrounds may all be included in this system.
Thus, when assessing the recreational potential of a
parcel of Crown land, it is important to recognise its
position within the overall park system, as well as its
site-specific attributes.

needed and is addressed later in this Section.

Public recreation services are provided from two
basic sources: social welfare and natural resources.

Social welfare related recreation is primarily a
local government concern, with councils providing a
variety of programmes and services (health and
leisure centres, sporting facilities etc. ) to meet
community needs. The Crown makes land available
for community centres and indoor recreation
facilities. However, because such developments
generally involve building, the use of such a site is
considered an urban land use in the context of the
L. A. P. P.

A recreation area may also provide for "multiple use" benefits
such as nature conservation, open space, visual amenity and
catchment protection.

Recreational activities which are dependent upon
an area's natural resources have become a major
component in the allocation of preferred uses to
parcels of land. This form of recreation is generally

Jf. ,,"*,"
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referred to as outdoor recreation. Recreation is

compared with such uses as agriculture, industry
and urban development to determine the optimal
mix of land uses in a region. Authorities must ensure
the protection and preservation of adequate outdoor
recreation resources, and the magnitude of this task
generally requires implementation at a State
Government level, e. g. the provision of State parks

*~
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and other recreation reserves.

As mentioned earlier, the term outdoor recreation

encompasses too many possibilities to be a useful
working definition. A practical approach to this
problem requires identification of the State's outdoor
recreation needs, its division into manageable units
and the delegation of responsibility for each unit to
appropriate administrative authorities.

Function of Recreation Areas

5.5.3 Urban Development

Before assessing the recreational capability of a

specific parcel of land, it is essential to consider the
function of the area. Although the main function may

Urban development is concerned with four
categories of urban land use:

Residential development Is one of a number of urban functions
which Grown land is required to fulm
I

J/

~

Although agricultural land uses are not part of the
Department's land management programme, a

significant proportion of Crown land is held under

o

.\,

L~

5.5.4 Rural and Agricultural Uses

.

licence or lease for rural and agricultural pursuits.
Therefore the planning process includes assessment
of agricultural capability.

I

5.5.5 Forestry
In line with the Forestry Commission's policy to no

longer clear indigenous forests for pine plantations,
the provision of Crown lands will generally relate to
indigenous forestry production only.
To determine whether a parcel of Crown land can
best serve the public interest as a State or
commercial forest, its timber resource should be
considered. Assessment factors are similar to those

used in evaluating agricultural capability, i. e.

vegetative cover (species, height, saw log volume)
soils, slope and accessibility.

5.5.6 Extractive Industries
Extractive industries on Crown land can be of four

i) Extensive Building Complexes - These are
building structures with large areas of floor
space covering a broad surface area. Shopping
malls, industrial centres, school buildings and
institutions are included in this classification.

my Residential Use - The residential use category

mainly refers to detached residential homesite
developments (subdivision lots usually ranging

from 600 to 800 square metres). Medium

density and cluster housing also falls into this
residential class.

tiny Community Building Sites - Crown land has

distinct types: energy resources (coal, gas,

petroleum), metallic minerals, non-metallic minerals

and construction materials. In addition to

commercial ventures, fossicKing for recreation is an

accepted activity on suitable Crown land.
It is important to establish the presence and
significance of energy resources, minerals and
materials on Crown land and attempt, where

possible, to preclude land uses which would prevent
their extraction.

5.5.7 Waste Disposal
The waste disposal inventory and assessment for

often been made available near urban centres

Crown lands relates only to solid waste disposal.

for a wide range of general community

The greater potential impact of liquid waste disposal

purpose buildings. This category would
typically include community centres,

scout/'guide halls, and charity/welfare sites.

iv) Urban Recreation - The outdoor recreation
capability assessment defines four forms of
recreation use: remote natural, natural, rural

and urban (see Section 72.2). In many

is such that a detailed environmental impact
statement would be needed.

A site's potential for solid waste disposal
is determined by characteristics of soiltype and
landform. Soil permeability, water holding capacity
and inter-relationships with adjacent streams,

swamps and aquifers are the most important
features.

respects the latter category may be regarded

as a distinct form of urban development.

Both urban and urban fringe areas need
various forms of urban recreation

development. These usually involve intensive
levelling and clearing for facilities such as
caravan parks and playing fields, as well as
structural improvements like stadiums,

grandstands and other associated amenities
for the user.

20

5.5.8 Infrastructure
The wide range of infrastructure and utilities which
are fundamental to many forms of land use are also
a significant land use category in their own right.
Crown land is often sought by service and other
authorities to accommodate development such as

water storage and pipelines, power distribution

centres, transmission lines and transport routes.

.
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Land for infrastructure requirements can be either

in the form of specific strategically located sites or
narrow elongated strips (e. g. easements, road
reserves).

tourist-related developments is very
pronounced. This might include large-scale day
attractions (e. g. fun parks, marinas) or tourist
accommodation ranging from caravan parks to
large, hotel-style complexes. These

developments are often detached from

5.5.9 Other Land Uses
Under certain circumstances the above-named
categories do not adequately accommodate some

particular land uses and their corresponding site

developments. The more common situations include:
.

Rural Residential and Hobby Farm Use Crown land on the fringe of most population
centres of N. S. W. experiences some demand

for provision of areas for rural dwellings on
small acreage. This use has two main aspects;

an urban development component (viz. house

construction, roading, waste handling) and to
some extent a rural use component (viz.

cultivation, grazing or nature conservation). A
common issue underlying the acceptability of
this use is the loss of productive agricultural
lands.

. Community Purposes - as with demand for
rural residential areas, the C. L. 0. also has a

history of providing land near urban centres for

a range of community groups. Sporting,
charity, church, and youth organisations often
require areas which have a capability to
support both urban (residential) and recreation

(natural or rural) components. Large youth

population centres and can be regarded as a
distinct land use category. The capability of
land to support such use usually includes an
urban and recreation component and may also

involve a rural component.

5.6 DELINEATION OF

FUNCTIONALAREAS
As mentioned previously, large study areas, such as

shires, are further subdivided into functional areas.
These are relatively large areas or a collection of

smaller areas of Crown land that experience similar
land use pressures and are geographicalIy linked or

in proximity to each other. The LA. P. P. is confined
specifically to those uses permitted within a
functional area. Thus, the delineation of functional
areas would, for example, obviate the need to
conduct an urban assessment within a remote rural

functional area, although such development is

permissible within other functional areas in the study

area. Functional Area Land Resource Inventory

cards are used to record basic identifying
information as well as any other planning data

relevant to the whole functional area

(Appendix C).

camp complexes are an example.
. Tourism - in many non-urban locations the
requirement for land to accommodate
There are a great variety of coinmum'typurposes for which Grown
land is set aside.

5.7 RANKING FUNCTIONAL
AREAS

Undertaking a Land Assessment and Planning

Process Study on Crown land is a mammoth task
and it will be necessary to allocate resources to

those areas of greatest need. A particular functional
area may contain large tracts of land under little or

no land use pressure. Within the current planning
time frame, such areas may be assigned a low

priority involving their registration and mapping as a

single hornogenous mapping area. Detailed

assessment of these functional areas would not be
~

undertaken, pending a revision of that priority
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ranking. By contrast, a functional area near a coastal
population centre will include Crown land for which
many expectations and land use pressures will exist.

In such cases the priority for investigation would be
very high and the level of detail necessary would

also increase markedIy.
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Section-__ 6 ^
Th:e-~Land Resource
In^vento, ?y
6.1 INTRODUCTION

.

The purpose and scale of planning determine how
comprehensive the data collection should be.
While the levels and frequency of data use and

A land resource inventory is the identification,
measurement and recording of the natural resource
attributes and socio-economic features of land. An

inventory is an end in itself as it is clearly desirable
to have a complete record of Crown land which

shows its location, area, tenure, current use, existing
conditions and natural resource attributes. The

listing can also form the basis for land capability

update determine the most appropriate form of
storage (eg. computer tape, maps etc. ), some

compromise may be necessary due to the high
costs of data collection and storage.

6.2 FUNCTION OF THE
INVENTORY

assessment and local, regional or State

environmental planning studies of Crown land.

More specifically, the aim of the land resource

inventory in the L. A. P. P. is to provide data on the

land attributes to enable definition of mapping areas
and determination of their capabilities.

To achieve this aim a number of objectives should
be met:

Data collection should include those

.

characteristics which significantly influence land

capability (viz. climate, geology, geomorphology,
soils, vegetation and fauna).

. All parcels of Crown land should be inventoried.
. The proposed level of data collection should

recognise the time and staff resources available.

. Data collection must be comprehensive and
stored at an acceptable cost.

A number of problems arise in pursuing these
objectives:

. Difficulty occurs when data is not available for all
necessary attributes or is provided at different
levels of detail.

eprim^ryU d'thCrown
estate; and the natural resource attributes and
socio-economic features of the land. As the L. A. P. P.

is a policy-based approach, the inventory is

concerned with the recording of those attributes to

which policies relate. Planning policies are used to

nominate the most suitable land use for Crown land.

The application of these policies necessitates the

collection of information on attributes such as soils,

geology, vegetation, hydrology, terrain, importan

natural features, existing land use, land tenure and
other relevant functions. These data are collected in
the resource inventory stage of the LA. P. P. before

being analysed and interpreted to ascertain the
capability of the land and preferred land uses. The

inventory will, of course, also provide the data upon

which measures to protect significant natural
environments will be based.

The land resource inventory has a number of
uses. It is not simply a tool to assist in the

achievement of the Department s objectives;it will
also be a source of information to the public and
other instrumentalities. It will be used in situations

ranging from answering an individual enquiry as to

the availability of Crown land and specific land
resources ,through to preparing local, regional or

State Environmental Studies. In the latter case it is

.

IdealIy, all parcels of land should be inventoried.
This is possible for the observable attributes of
vegetation and landform. However, other

necessary to identify all Crown land within the study

obtained by extrapolating other results and

6.3 FEATURES OF THE

attributes such as climate and geology cannot be
examined at every location and data must be
estimating boundaries.

. Full data requirements are difficult to determine
prior to initiating a study.
22

boundaries (normally local government areas) its
attributes, capabilities and intended usage.

INVENTORY
A land resource inventory for Crown lands requires a

,f
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number of features. The inventory should be:
. closely linked with the existing Crown Lands
Office parish system of recording land but should
also recognise other programmes such as the
Land Titles Office's Torrens Registration
Automation Project CF. R. A. P. ), the digitisation of
parish maps and the directions of the State Land

Information Council(S. L. IC. ).
. able to take advantage of the existing skills of
Lands Office staff, including airphoto
interpretation, inspection, valuation and land
assessment skills.

. systematically and uniformly applied across all
Lands Offices so that all Crown land can be

(mapping areas) which can be described and

mapped in terms of qualitative categories.

6.3.2 The Approach
A number of approaches can be adopted when

undertaking a land resource inventory. The approach

most suited to the needs of the Crown Lands Office

- taking into account the dispersed nature of its
lands, staff skills and available time - is the land

system or landscape approach. This approach treats

each management unit or mapping area as a single

entity and uses these units as the spatial basis of
data collection. The steps needed to delineate and

Inventory the mapping areas are outlined later in this
section.

consistently inventoried and assessed.
. quick, easy and logical in structure.
.

6.3.3 Type and Quantity of Data

system is well structured for inclusion in the new

SpatialIy related or geographical data (i. e. data
which can be associated with a portion of the
earth's surface) can be broadly classified into natural

Crown Land Assessment and Status System

resource and socio-economic data. The former

computer compatible. In this regard, preliminary
investigations have found that the inventory
(C. L. A, s. s. ).

. able to facilitate visual identification of land

resources and be readily accessible to the public.
. directly connected with the land management
programmes of the Department.

items relate to biological and physical aspects of the
landscape and include climate, geology,
geomorphology, soils, vegetation and fauna.
Socio-economic data items are generally associated
with Man's interaction with the landscape and

include land use characteristics, utility availability

and usage, social statistics and economic data
relevant to land use decisions.

. a basis for local, regional and State Environmental
Plans.

The types of data necessary to assess land
capability and suitability obviously vary between
uses and involve many factors. However, an

. adaptable and able to move from a regional to a
local level and then to a concept (or zoriing)
level of detail.

inventory should only record those factors essential
to the determination of land capability and to the
satisfaction of policies. It might be noted that the
CS. I. R. 0. , which collected vast amounts of data on

Finally, one other feature that should be emphasised
is that a resource inventory must be objective. It is
necessary to separate land capability (which is
determined by consideration offactors such as

natural resources and land use) and land suitability
(which depends on society's needs and desires as
well as land capability). Land suitability will change
as a result of the politics of the Government of the

more than one hundred factors fortheir South

Coast Study (C. S. I. R. 0. 1978) found, in retrospect,

that most of this data was rarely used.

The frequency of retrieval of data from the South
Coast data bank is given below.
Frequency

day as well as social trends, transportation, energy

Rarely

availability and the size and location of markets etc.

Often

It is therefore necessary to have an objective data

Very often
Always

base for land use decisions.

6.3. , Characteristics
The description, storage and presentation of land
inventory data require:

. Classification of attributes into qualitative
categories, e. g. rock types, terrain types, soil
types, vegetation communities; and

. Subdivision of land into spatial planning units

No. of data items

Never

42
35
27
8
5

In view of the C. S. I. R. 0. 's experience it is apparent

that the data collected should relate directly to the
planning policies in use. In determining the quantity
of data needed and the most appropriate method of
collection, the level of accuracy should also be
weighed against the total resources available to

undertake the inventory.
It is therefore necessary to also consider the
forms in which data is stored. Fourforms can be

readily identified: maps, descriptive writings, printed

tables and machine readable data.

A combination offorms is probably most

appropriate forthe Land Resource Inventory. Much

The identification process includes any of the
following identifiers, where appropriate:

of the existing information on land attributes is held
in each Lands Office on parish, topographic and

. Lot number, portion number and deposited

onhophoto maps, aerial photographs and Landsat
images. The problem with these forms of data is

. Reserve number, road or vacant Crown land

plan.

their sheer bulk and the resources required for

identifier.

storage and updating.

Computers have the obvious advantages of
reduced storage space, easy data searching and

. Parish, Land District, County, Lands Office.

manipulation speed and versatility of output and
display. This technology is now being developed for

. Local Government Area and existing zoriing.

the Crown Lands Office in the form of the Crown
Land Assessment and Status System. Forthis

. Reference points in Australian Map Grid

storage system are compatible with the automatic

. Number, Street, City, Suburb.

data processing techniques.

. Aerial photographs, topographic maps, soil
maps, geology and vegetation maps, survey

coordinates (centroid of area)

reason, it has been necessary to ensure that the
manually operated resource inventory cards and

6.4 FACTORS To BE
INVENTORIED

plans.

. Study area name and number.

The Land Resource Inventory will identify and
describe the features and constraints that determine

. Functional area name and number.

the land capability of Crown lands (see Land
Resource Inventory and Assessment Card Appendix C). To achieve this aim a range offactors

. Number of mapping areas in the functional
area.

should be inventoried in a uniform process to cover

. Mapping area size from survey information or
by estimate (to planimeter accuracy).

all potential land uses. However, the full range of

factors will not be relevant to each parcel of land

and it will only be necessary to undertake the
inventory of those factors pertinent to the

permitted land uses. The range offactors includes:
. Land Identification Data
. Natural Resource Attributes

6.4.2 Natural Resource Attributes
With the aid of aerial photographs and associated

resource maps each functional area is divided into
mapping areas. These are land units which, for
practical purposes, can be considered uniform in

landform, soil, vegetation and land use and can be

. Land Use Factors.

described in terms of these features.

The natural resource attributes of each mapping

Provision has also been made on the Land Resource

area are inventoried in the following way:

Inventory and Assessment Cards for recording the
following information (which does not form part of
the Land Inventory - see Sections 7 and 8).

.

.

Land Capability and Suitability - Land
capability rating, preferred land use and
relevant working land use policies.

. Plan Implementation - Land management
programmes or disposition.

. Monitoring - Date of current and previous
assessments.

6.4. , Land Identification Data

Vegetation - The vegetation inventory should

reflectthe general community type and present
condition of flora in an area, rather than an

extensive floristic listing. The vegetation

categories include forest, woodland, shrublands,

cultivated areas and aquatic plants (see Appendix

C). However, provision has been made to record

the dominant species and the height of dominant
trees. Present condition categories range from

essentially undisturbed to completely cleared
and regenerating. The conservation status of the
vegetation should also be recorded where the
required information is available as it reflects how
wellthe particular vegetation community is
represented and protected in existing
conservation areas.

In addition to naming each parcel of Crown land it is
necessary to link it with the existing record system
and the computer-based land information system

recently introduced to the Crown Lands Office.
24

Information on vegetation may be obtained

from the National Herbarium, National Parks and
Wildlife Service, conservation groups and tertiary
institutions.
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Aerial photograph Ihterpretation is used in the Land Inventory

.

Stage of the LAP. P.

Geology - Two major geological features are

inventoried: geological resources and geological

hazards. A simple descriptor is used to indicate
the presence of energy resources; metallic and
*,*

non-metallic minerals; construction and fill

\;t;$;**

materials; and fossicking resources.

*'If'*-

Geological hazards require assessment as to
the limits they place on land development.
Hazards to be noted include landslides, faults,
mining subsidence, expansive soils and filled,
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reclaimed or dump areas as well as unstable
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coastal and estuarine areas.
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Climate - The climate is a major controlling

factor of a site's ability to accept land uses. Four
characteristics are noted: annual mean rainfall,

-~~'~

.*

annual mean minimum and maximum

*:=^.., , ,g*

. Rare and Endangered Species - Provision has
been made to record the presence of rare or
endangered flora and fauna species. Information
on whether such species are present is essential

temperatures, and wind exposure. Apart from
wind exposure, this information is readily available
from the Bureau of Meteorology and is recorded
on the Functional Area Identification card (see

Appendix C).

. Hydrology - The main issues here concern the

land's relationship and location with respect to
catchment areas and ground water resources,
susceptibility to flooding, soil drainage problems,
and its capability for the disposal of liquid effluent.

to the conservation assessment.

Information can be obtained from published
lists (e. g. Leigh, Briggs & Hartley 1981) or from

the organisations listed above.

State policy precludes the construction of

Government buildings or the undertaking of
Government-assisted projects in flood-prone
areas. Where this cannot be avoided, adequate

. Significant Ecological Associations - One of the
fundamental objectives of nature conservation is

the maintenance of ecological diversity. This

flood mitigation measures should be included in
the structural design.

necessarily requires the identification and

protection of not only the structural or single

A number of authorities, including the Water
Resources Commission and the Department of

organism components of an area, but also the

functioning of the broader natural system. The
inventory therefore provides for the recording of
any ecological associations which might render a

Public Works have information on flood

inundation. When an inventory is compiled, the
degree of susceptibility to flooding is

site significant for nature conservation. Included in

recorded.

this category could be plant, plant-animal,
plant-habitat, animal, animal-plant and
animal-habitat associations.

. Landform - The system of landform description
used by the Soil Conservation Service of N. S. W.
is employed. This system views landform as a

composite of attributes, comprising the two
individual elements of slope and terrain. Slope

may be measured by three methods: field
measurement using optical clinometer; calculation

using inter-contour width; and interpretation from
aerial photographs using stereo dip comparators,

and field checks for reference.

Terrain classes represent the dominant terrain
type within the mapping area. Small areas of

other terrain types may be included if they are too
small to be mapped separately. For example, a
smallisolated hill may be mapped as sideslopes,
although it contains hillcrest and footslope

elements.

The classification of both elements is presented
on the Land Resource Inventory and Assessment
Cards (Appendix C)

.

Visual Quality - Visual quality is important in
identifying areas of significant landscape value

and those requiring visual enhancement. The
system used by the Crown Lands Office is based

on the area s relative scenic quality and the
community's concern for the area. (U. S. D. A.
Forest Service 1974)

The inventory records relative scenic quality

and landscape sensitivity rankings to enable the
formulation of appropriate management options.
. Fire Hazard - It is desirable to identify bushfire

hazard areas in order to exclude future residential

developments or minimise their vulnerability
through protective design measures.
The suggested method, which was developed

by the Department of Environment and Planning

(1985), has four phases: Identify appropriate fire
zones forthe State; Delineate mapping areas and
show slope and vegetation type; Determine

hazard indices for slope and vegetation type; and

Combine indices to determine an overall hazard
score.

The system uses this data to classify the

mapping areas into high, medium or low bushfire
hazard.
.

Soils - Soils are one of the fundamental

determinants of land capability in both urban and
rural areas. In both cases it is necessary to
determine the soils development capabilities.
Soils with a high potential for erosion, mass
movement, shrinkage and swelling, very low or

.

Cultural and Heritage Resources - The cultural

and heritage values of an area are associated
with its buildings, works, relics or places of
historic, scientific, social, archaeological,

Aboriginal, traditional, architectural, natural or
aesthetic significance. Should the following

heritage items be found in a mapping area they
should be fully documented.

Buildings or structures and their fixtures or

.

fittings (e. g. slab huts, houses, churches,
Georgian mansions and public/government
buildings). As a very general rule of thumb any

excessive permeabilities, salting and other

associated problems affect urban and other land

development. Rural capability is dependent upon

building dating before 1940 may well have

the interaction of climate, terrain, slope and soil

heritage significance.

erodibility as well as the local influences of soil
depth, water-holding capacity, wetness,

rockiness, salinity or alkalinity.

Works including structures and utilities (e. g.

.

bridges, roads, darns, mining works, drains,

To inventory soils it will be necessary to obtain

survey markings and evidence of early

specific details on four main aspects: Soil
description, if available, in terms of the Great Soil
Groups and/orthe Northcote system; Soil
erodibility; Erosion hazard; and Salinity

agricultural activity).

Relics including any deposit, object or material

.

evidence relating to settlement prior to 1st

Information on soils is available from the Soil

January, 1900, or such other dates as may be
prescribed, not being Aboriginal settlement

Conservation Service of N. S. W.

(Heritage Act, 1977).

6.4.3 Land Use Factors

Places, which might include- historic

.

landscapes, small natural areas, geological an

Land use factors include existing land uses and the

soil sites of scientific or educational interest,
cemeteries and gardens associated with an

socio-economic factors influencing such uses.
Socio-economic factors will change more readily
than the natural resource attributes and will

historic house. Also in this grouping could be
evidence of early settlement, villages and town

therefore require more frequent review.

precincts (e. g. Sofala, The Rocks area of
Sydney).

Crown Land Status - There are several common

.

classes describing Crown land status: freehold

Aboriginal sacred sites and sites of spiritual

.

purchase; perpetual lease; term lease (for a

significance, which may include stone
arrangements, natural landscape features,
graves, art sites, carved trees, etc.

limited period), permissive occupancies; reserve
and vacant Crown land. Excepting reserves and
vacant Crown land, these classes also indicate

(National Parks and Wildlife Service , 1979).

the tenure of the land.
.

Current Zoriing - Ifthe parcel of Crown land is

.

which may include areas with worked stone,

presently covered by a planning instrument (local
or county planning scheme, interim development

shell middens or other food remains, burials,
decorated rock surfaces, carved or scarred

noted. This should include the date of gazettal of

trees, quarries, etc. (National Parks and

order or local environmental plan) details are

Wildlife Service ,1979).

the plan and any subsequent amendments.
.

Aboriginal archaeological sites or materials

Nature Conservation - A large proportion of the
Crown estate in its present condition performs a
nature conservation role. The following nature

conservation functions are inventoried: flora and
fauna habitats, wildlife corridors, wetland

systems, coastal systems, water catchment areas,
soil conservation and lands of particular scenic or
scientific value. Some lands will be specifically

protected by appropriate reserves (e. g.

Preservation of Native Flora and Fauna), however,

many areas of vacant unreserved Crown land will
also fallinto this existing nature conservation
category.

Information can be obtained on vegetation from

the organisations listed in Section 6.42.
26

It must be recognised that many areas of Crown
land have not been adequately investigated or
classified in terms of their heritage significance and
as such an indication of the extent of completed

investigations, if any, should also be recorded.
.

Current Land Use - The current land use of each

mapping area is identified and recorded under
one or more of the major categories which
include recreation, urban development,

agriculture, forestry and extractive industry. Within
each of these categories the Land Resource
Inventory Card also provides for numerous

types of activity or site development, thus
ermitting compilation of a detailed record of

'*~
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the existing land use pattern.
. Adjoining Land Use - In compiling an inventory
for each mapping area it is essential that
recognition be given to the type and pattern of
use on adjoining lands. Provision is therefore
made to record the function or use of such lands

which could in many cases have a direct bearing
on land use decisions (e. g. private urban
subdivision from which essential services could

be readily extended; or a wetland environment
which could be adversely effected by certain land
use activities higher in the catchment).

is undertaken. This entails the following steps:
co Relevant information is collected (aerial
photographs, topographical and/or
orthophoto maps, Landsat information,
natural resource surveys and capability
analyses, local zoriing, flood liability maps,
geological profiles and mineral assays).
tiny Air photo interpretation is used as the basis
for delineation of mapping areas. Local
knowledge can greatly assist in this task.
Boundaries are verified by field
Inspection.

. Services - The existence of services on nearby
land can be very important to the development
potential of a site and will influence whether or
not extension is practical. These services will
include power, water, telephone and sewerage.
. Utilities and Other Development - Community
utilities are commonly located on public lands and
these may have a significant bearing on
compatible land use options. The inventory
records the nature and extent of significant
improvements on the site including:
. recreation facilities

. fencing, tracks and pathways

(iii) Mapping areas are recorded and described
in terms of their natural resource attributes
and land use factors.

6.5.2 Recording and Storage
A Land Resource Inventory and Assessment Card
(Appendix C)is used in a number of specific tasks:
. Recording land attributes identified from air
photo interpretation and other information
sources;

. Assisting data collection during field
investigations;

. buildings, depots and distribution centres
. Recording land assessment information; and
. rail and port facilities
. water and power supply structures
. waste depots
. special purpose sites.
. Access - Access and roads are of key
importance to most land uses, and consequently,
the type or form of access both to and within a
mapping area is recorded. Provision is also made
to record if an area allows access to

. Identifying the likely course of action for plan
implementation.
At present, the card is used for microfiche
cataloguing but will become the primary data source
for computer input once the new Crown Land

Assessment and Status System is fully operational.
Computer software which will facilitate storage,
manipulation, retrieval and planning functions is
being developed. The land resource inventory card
will continue to be used as the initial data recording
and storage system.

watercourses or storages.

6.5 UNDERTAKING THE LAND
RESOURCE INVENTORY
6.5. , The Procedure
The steps involved in the Land Assessment and
Planning Process have been presented in Figure 4.1
and the role of the land resource inventory is
outlined in Section 6.3.

Crown lands in a study region are divided into
functional areas which are then given priority for
assessment according to the pressures or land use
conflicts apparent in each region. Once a functional
area has been delineated the land resource inventory

6.5.3 Implementation
A number of approaches have been used to
implement the Land Resource Inventory System in
the Crown Lands Office:

. Existing Lands Office staff have been trained or
are engaged in studies which deal with
inventory and assessment procedures. New

staff with appropriate professional training have
been recruited.

. Assistance is drawn from specialist authorities

(e. g. Soil Conservation Service, Agriculture,
Forestry, National Parks and Wildlife Service)
as required.

will change rapidly while in other situations dominant

. In some instances, specialist consultants are

attributes of the land may remain constant for many

commissioned.

years. It will therefore be necessary to monitor
change in order to retain the value of the land

. A centralised assessment and advisory service
is available from the Land Resources and
Environment Branch, Sydney.

resource inventory.

Five years is a representative time scale for most

planning cycles. The aim should be to review each

6.5.4 Monitoring

parcel of Crown land within this period to ensure

The dynamic nature of Crown land will lead to a

that a suitable level of land management is being
maintained. However, this review period will vary

a period of time. In some cases site development

parcel of land.

according to the land use pressures affecting a

decrease in the accuracy of the inventory data after

Figure 7.1

THE ROLE OF LAND ASSESSMENT IN THE L. A. P. P. -AN EXAMPLE
USES EXCLUDED FROM

LAND USE OPTIONS
FOR FUNCTION AREA
e. g

FUNCTION AREA
EXCLUSION POLICIES

Conservation
Recreation

Forestry
Rural(Grazing)
Rural(Cultivation)
Urban Development
Waste Disposal
Extractive Industry
PERMITTED

e. g

Inappropriate land
uses removed

Forestry
Rural(Cultivation)
Waste Disposal
Extractive

Industry

LAND CAPABILITY *
Based on established

USE POLICIES

biophysical criteria for each
land use - use of

PERMITrED USES
IN MAPPING AREA
e. g

Conservation
Recreation

Rural(Grazing)
Urban Development

inventory data for each

LAND

mapping area

ASSESSMENT

LAND SUITABILITY co

PROCEDURES

Working policies applied
including preference and

^.

excluded use policies

PREFERRED USE

SELECTED FOR EACH
MAPPING AREA
e. g

' Refer to Sections 71 to 7.2

Recreation

(Natural)

" Refer to Section 7.3

INCOMPATIBLE USES

i. e. permitted use which
INCOMPATIBILITY

would leopardise the
preferred use

RULES

Rural(Grazing)
Urban Development

LAND MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMMES
e. g

Plan of Management
for Recreation

PROPOSED LAND USE/S

<--

FOR MAPPING AREA

Recreation (Natural)
Conservation

Walking track
construction

Reserve Development
and Maintenance
\
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7.1 THE PROCEDURE

I. The degree of potential environmental

deterioration of the land due to a particular use
s discussed in the previous sections, land
assessment is one step in the total Land
ssessment and Planning Process for Crown
Land. The preceding steps (viz. , Terms of Reference
and Land Resource Inventory) provide the basic
tools and data for land assessment.

The Land Resource Inventory divides Crown land
into broad functional areas which are, in. turn,

subdivided into hornogenous mapping areas. The
natural resource attributes and land use factors of

each mapping area are then described and recorded
on the Land Resource Inventory and Assessment
Card. Once this inventory stage has been
completed, the land assessment procedure can
begin.

Land Assessment determines the capability of
mapping areas to accept a range of permitted land

uses and applies working policies for selecting the
most suitable (or 'preferred') land use(s) through the
following three steps (see Figure 7-I, opposite):
(i) The land's capability to accept the permitted
land use options is determined.

or intensity of use i. e. the resilience of the land
to a use.

2. The level of production that can be sustained

without degrading the long term productivity of
the land.

3. . The type of management required to minimise
the level of environmental deterioration.

The capability schemes forthe L. A. P. P. were

developed in co-operation with agencies which
have expertise in the land uses relevant to Crown
land. The criteria which make up each scheme are
generally based on the biophysicalresources of the
land, however, other significant land use criteria
such as haulage distance, land zoriing and tenure
are also used in some schemes.

Land capability assessment schemes for uses
commonly permitted on Crown land are discussed in
the remainder of this Section.

Rainforest areas have high conservation significance due to the
presence of Important vegetation communities and the presence
of many rare orendangered species.

00 The land's most suitable or preferred use(s)
are selected on the basis of land capability
and working policies which express regional
land use needs.

(iii) Incompatible present or future uses which
would affect management of the preferred use
are eliminated.
,

7.2 LAND CAPABILITY
As mentioned earlier, land capability is defined as a
measure of an area's ability to accept a land use,
and is based upon the natural resource attributes
and land use factors of the site as recorded in the

Land Resource Inventory. Basically, the land
capability stage determines the feasibility of allowing
a range of land uses on an area of land. It is a
measure of both the productivity and the resilience
of the site.

The tool for assigning capability classes to land is
the capability rating scheme. A capability rating
scheme for any given land use is generally
structured according to one or more of the
following:

a-

,

I

Nature Conservation Values

Fragile ecosystems such as wetlands are protected by policy.
*
..

There are a number of criteria which can be used for
the determination of the nature conservation value of
an area. These are:

co Representativeness of the vegetation
community - whether the area contains a

..

*
:~

good example of a community or a

community which is not well sampled or
protected in conservation reserves;

tiny Presence of rare or endangered plant and
animal species in the area;

(iii) The presence of significant ecological

associations in the area such as unusual or

rare plant-animal and animal-habitat
relationships;

(iv) Presence of special natural features or
phenomena;

(v) The size and shape of the area including the
connections it has with other natural areas;

(vi) The degree of disturbance.
The above criteria derive firstly from basic nature
conservation principles which seek to protect

representative samples of all ecosystems or rare and
endangered species and, secondly, from

7.2. , Conservation Capability
Assessment

consideration of the viability of a reserve, which
tends to be lessened as size decreases and as
Conservation value can be indibated by the presence of special

features such as scenic landscapes, waterbodres (wild and scenic

Conservation Values of Crown
Land
The conservation of both cultural and natural land

resources is an essential part of Crown land

management and planning.
Items of heritage or cultural value will include
features of significance to Aborigines or to early
European settlement or of architectural interest. The

rivers) and geologybaiformations.
. ;*..,:#:** , .{"~.,*. , .. .*;
*.*
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areas associated with sites which provide the setting

for the particular point of interest should also be
conserved.

Natural values include not only plant and animal

life and ecological systems, but also such natural
phenomena as interesting geological formations and
areas of scenic, scientific and educational

importance.
In addition to these values, the importance of

public access and recreation as well as protection of
water catchments, soil conservation and

re-vegetation of disturbed lands, have been
recognised in the Conservation Policy forthe Crown
Estate (Appendix A). This policy, which was first
adopted in 1981, responded to growing community
concern at the diminishing supply of Crown land. It
was designed to ensure that environmentally
significant lands would be retained as part of the
Crown estate.
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Land in need offehabMtation andprotection
against soilerosibn is retained under the
Conservation Policy
\

..

Areas whibh are unstable geologicalIy and
ecologicalIy need to be protected.
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isolation and disturbance increase. However, size

alone should not be the major consideration in
determining nature conservation value since
populations of flora and fauna (e. g. invertebrate
fauna and birds), can be sustained in very small
areas. Also, sites which are connected to other

natural areas can contribute significantly to the
conservation of birds and other mobile fauna with

. Visual quality.
. Recreational value and provision of access to
recreational areas.

Nature Conservation Assessment
Procedure

larger ranges by expanding their habitats. These

^

areas serve as wildlife corridors. Crown lands such

The above features should be considered as the

as Travelling Stock Reserves and land reserved for
access can function as a linking network to
overcome the isolation of existing reserves and thus

contributing components to an overall nature
conservation capability. Table 7.1 provides the
means by which the form and extent of each of the
features can be considered in determining the
overall nature conservation significance of an area,
and five capability classes based on this assessed
conservation significance are to be used.
When determining the conservation capability
class for a particular mapping area, the class which

increase their resilience and conservation value.

Apart from the resources of the biotic
environment there are other natural attributes and

values which contribute to the overall significance of
a site for nature conservation including:
. Sites which are of current major significance to
the general public e. g. wetlands and
rainforests.

. Geological formations, waterbodies, wild and
scenic rivers, and outstanding or unique
landscapes.

best describes the area should be selected. In

making the selection, the first three criteria (i. e.
representativeness of plant communities, rare and
endangered species and special natural features)
should be considered most important. The final
rating should not be lower than any of the ratings
for the primary criteria. The secondary criteria should
be used as modifiers of this initial selection.

. Unstable or fragile land, such as areas
requiring soil conservation measures, coastal
dune systems and wetlands.

As noted in the inventory section, liaison with the
Service and other groups, will assist in providing

. Educational and scientific values.

capability.

National Herbarium, the National Parks and Wildlife
information needed to determine nature conservation

tJ,
N

Table 7.1

NATURE CONSERVATION CAPABILITYASSESSMENT
.

SECONDARY CRITERIA

PRIMARY CRITERIA *

Assessment
Criteria

Special Natural Features

Representativeness of
Vegetation Communities

Rare or Endangered
Species

Vegetation communities

A number of species of The area is recognised as

STATE

are not represented in

SIGNIFICANCE

permanentreserves such as rare or endangered are
National Parks or Flora
present in the local

flora and/orfauna listed as having natural features
of significance at a

Capability
Class

Degree of Disturbance

Adjoining areas

Essentially undisturbed.

The area is generally part
of a large natural area.

(See below for Definition)

State level.

reserves.

region.

Vegetation communities
are poorly represented in
reserves in the region and

The area is recognised as
A few species of flora
and/orfauna listed as rare having the best examples,

more are necessary.

in the local region.

the region.

SIGNIFICANCE

local reserves and more

A rare or endangered
species may be present
in the local region.

The area has features

LOCAL

Vegetation communities
are poorly represented in

Vegetation communities
wellrepresented in
permanent reserves.

No rare and endangered
species present in the
local region.

The area has features
which are common in the

Partially cleared, disturbed
by grazing/weed invasion/

locality.

roads/service corridors.

As above if vegetation
present.

As above.

No special natural
features are present.

disturbed.

2
REGIONAL
SIGNIFICANCE

3

or endangered are present of such features within

are necessary.

4
Low
SIGNIFICANCE
5
NO

Some disturbance such as The area has connections

weed invasion/grazing

to other natural areas or

may be apparent, but area is part of a larger natural
basically retains natural

area.

structure and floristics.
As above.

The area has connections
to other natural areas or

common in region but
recognised as significant
locally.

acts as a corridor.

Isolated areas may still
be important.

Extensively cleared,

SIGNIFICANCE

* Another primary criterion for nature conservation capability assessment
could be the presence of significant ecological associations
(e. g. unique, rare or threatened plant- animal relationships and

Special Natural Features include:

. Geological formations, water bodies (e. g. scenic and wild rivers) and scenic landscapes.
. Educational and scientific research values.

animal-habitat associations).

. Land needing soil conservation or re-vegetation.

However, relevant information for Crown Land will not usually be
available unless specific site surveys have been completed.

. Quasi-ecosystems of currentimportance to the community.

. Unstable or fragile land such as coastal dune systems or wetland.

"
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Cultural or Heritage Conservation
Values
The complexity of assessing the significance of
cultural or heritage resources is such that it is not

possible to develop a viable rating scheme or matrix
which will ensure adequate conservation of these
features.

This complexity relates not only to the very
diverse nature of cultural resources (see Section
6.43), but also to the fact that many such resources
have obviously not yet, or indeed may never, be
identified. This is particularly true of items of
significance to Aboriginal culture e. g. many rock
carvings and artifacts will continue to be located
in the future.

Unlike the other land use categories, the L. A. P. P.
is therefore unable to provide a fully objective and

systematic procedure for assessing this majortype
of resource or 'use' of Crown land. However,

despite this shortcoming, several provisions have
been made in the process to ensure protection of
valuable cultural resources. These include:

7.2.2 Outdoor Recreation

Capability Assessment
A review of current outdoor recreation classification

schemes indicates that most systems tend to be
biased towards specific types of land bases, such

as natural, rural, urban or coastal areas. Very few
existing systems coverthe complete spectrum of
land types which constitute the New South Wales
Crown estate. Furthermore, such classification

methods are geared to the planning and
management of areas where the recreation land use

is already known. The L. A. P. P. requires the use of
broader scale criteria to enable identification of

preferred land uses for Crown land.
To achieve this end a tiered system of

classification is adopted - moving from land
systems to management planning. The initial(or land
systems) tier used in the L. A. P. P. contains four
recreational capability classes:
. Remote Natural
. Natural

. as a preliminary indicatorthe known level of
investigation into the cultural resources of an

. Rural

area is recorded at the inventory stage of the
L. A. P. P. For many parcels of Crown land no

site surveys would have been completed by
suitably trained individuals, and perhaps they
are unlikely in the future. However, where the

preferred use for a non-surveyed area will
involve development works (e. g. urban use,
waste disposal, extractive industry), then more
comprehensive investigations would be
arranged.

. Urban.

These categories reflect an area's physical, social
and management characteristics and appropriate
activities (see Table 7.2). A combination of these

characteristics determines the capability (or
recreational setting) to engage in activities and gain
a recreation experience.
Remote natural recreation is appropriate for large undisturbed
'hatural areas" (wilderness).

. in an area where cultural or heritage features
have been recorded, the relevant working
policies for the study would provide the basis

*

of subsequent land use allocation. In most
instances the protection or conservation of
sites with recorded cultural resources will be

assured by a compatible land use allocation
using the policies. However, where a
competing land use was preferred, the need
for additional investigation and site
management will be apparent. This situation
would prompt an input by specialist authorities
or individuals.

The presence of heritage and cultural resources and
their significance may be clarified by reference to:
the Heritage Council of New South Wales (which
should be approached via the Department of
Environment and Planning), the Australian Heritage
Commission and the National Trust of Australia
-.

^.
--.^

(N. S. W. ). Each of these agencies maintains heritage
registers. Similarly, the National Parks and Wildlife
Service will assist in sites of Aboriginal and
archaeological significance. Local historical societies
may also be able to provide useful information.

^
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Development and management practices

.

Physical attributes include size, remoteness,

range from minimal to evident, but these
tend to be implemented in harmony with the

access, and the degree of man-made modification.
The social setting relates to the number of people
visiting an area at present or expected to use It in
the future. Management factors include the degree
of "user control" or regimentation required to

natural environment. Alternative

non-recreation uses are not usually present.
Informal camping in a naturalsetting is a recreation activity of

regulate the use of a parcel of land, e. g. hours of
operations, signs, interpretive information and
general day-to-day management procedures.

increasing popularity.

The outdoor recreation capability classes are

described below and illustrated in Figure 7.2.
,.

(1) Remote Natural Recreation Areas
.

Fairly large areas which are characterised by

an essentially unmodified natural

environment. myilderness areas are included

._,*$'--,

in this category. )
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. Contact between users is very low and
evidence of other users is minimal.
.

Development is minimal, management

(3) Rural Recreation Areas

regulations are few. (Motorised vehicles,
however, are not permitted. )

. Rural recreation areas are characterised by

substantially modified natural environments

. These areas provide the opportunity to enjoy

and alternative non-recreational uses, I. e.

a natural environment without the intrusion
of other visitors' They are ideal for practising

agriculture, forestry or extractive operations.

bushcraft and other outdoor skills, and may

Picnic areas in ruralsettihgs are an important form of

offer a challenging recreational experience.

"rural recreation'

(2) Natural Recreation Areas
. Areas of variable size which are

characterised by a predominantly natural or
apparently natural environment.

,*

. Contact with other users is low to moderate.
'Natural recreation"is characterised by relatively natural
settings with little or no facility provision
*

,

\

. Developments serve to enhance specific

*

recreational activities and to maintain

vegetative cover and soils.

$*'&
,~

. Contact with other users is moderate to high
and facilities are designed for use by a large

I:^

number of people.

~

.
*
"..

Special amenities and services are often
provided in addition to traditional recreation
facilities.

*,.

*.,

. These sites allow visitors to enjoy the

I

I

company of others in a highly structured
recreational environment. The range of
activities catered for (e. g. waterskiing,

IQ
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fishing) may dominate the rural setting.

-.
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,

,
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(4) UrbanRecreationAreas
. These areas are characterised by an
urbanised environment, although certain
apparently natural elements may be present.

Urban recreation areas are usually required to support a large
number of users and are often Ihtensively developed to provide
a wide variety of Iacilities
*,

Vegetation is often exotic including lawns
and landscaped gardens.

. Large numbers of people can be expected
both on-site and in nearby areas.

. Specific recreation activities are emphasised
and facilities designed to cater for motor
vehicle access and parking are located

^,-

^,,^

^,...,^

~."""a*"

, ,-,:-*,,*
,\*."'~*
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within the site.

* .,-- ~ .. ,..

. ,*,','\:',~. ,

. Urban recreation areas provide an

\':* * ',

\ \\*,-

opportunity to enjoy the company of others

.," .., ,...

in a highly modified environment.

*>1141'

Competitive or spectator sports and passive

*

relaxation tend to be the most popular
activities.

Rivers and other waterways form an importantfocus for
recreational pursuits.

(2) If investigation of the physical setting yields an
unrealistic class, average the classification
based on the physical, social and
management settings.

(3) If neither of the above resolves the problem,
favour a classification towards the Remote
Natural end of the scale.

Rating Outdoor Recreation
Capability
;?.=,

Once the outdoor recreation capability class of a
parcel of Crown land has been determined, it may
be desirable to indicate a quality rating. Features
affecting the rating of a recreation resource include:
existing and potential developments, outstanding
natural or cultural features and visual quality. The
presence or absence of these factors is noted on
the Land Resource Inventory Card and rating criteria
are allocated as shown in Table 7.3.

Selecting Outdoor Recreation
Capability Classes

Grown land Is in some cases required for provisibn of 'hoisy"
recreation activities

Once the resource inventory stage has been

completed it is necessary to determine the outdoor
recreation capability of an area. The physical, social
and management attributes of the land are

compared to the relevant setting criteria Crable 7.2)
and the appropriate class can be selected. In
making this selection it is best to start with the
physical and management settings and then move
to the less obvious social setting and the activity
undertaken. Where an inconsistency occurs, e. g.

heavy use of a remote natural area, the following
procedure should be adopted untilthe inconsistency
is resolved.
^

(1) The class based on the physical setting
should be favoured as it generally represents

the more permanent (or less easily changed)
component.

;e.
"

**
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Table 7.2

OUTDOOR RECREATION CAPABILITY CLASSES
CLASSIFICATION
REMOTE
NATURAL

PHYSICAL SETriNG

ACTIVITIES
Land Based

Viewing Scenery
Bushwalking and Hiking
Camping
Nature Study. Interpretive Services
Abseiling and Mountain Climbing

Size 1000 ha or more (may be smaller 11
contiguous with natural areas. viz
National Parks and Stale Forests etc. )
Coast lands-variable but contiguous

NATURAL

Land Based

Viewing Scenery
Picnicking
Bushwalking, hiking. horseriding
Camping
Nature Study and Interpretive Services
Off-road vehicles

Fussicking
Water Based

Land Based

Viewing Scenery. Activities. Arts and Crafts
Individual and Team Sports
Picnicking
Walking. Bicycling. Horseriding
Sightseeing Drives

recreation. Peak days may exceed these limits. )

Frequency of contact with other users low on tracks
and very low at campsites

with natural lands

motorised use

Man-Made Essentially an unmodified
Modification natural environment which may
contain a limited number of tracks

Buildings are very rare and Isolated
Size

No set criteria 19enerally over 20 ha. )
but may be isolated pockets in
urban settings
Coastlands - variable but contiguous

Management controlis subtle to noticeable but in

Frequency of contad low to moderate on roads. tracks

harmony with the natural environment

and developed sites. Low elsewhere

Management controls obvious and numerous

Largely in harmony with the man-made environments

Frequency of contact Is moderate to high on roads.
tracks. and in developed sites. Moderate away from
developed sites

Numerous and obvious on-site management controls

Large number of users on-site and in nearby areas

with natural lands

Access Area normally within Ikm from
primitive roads or tracks which are.
usually, open 10 motorised use
Man-Made A natural area with subtleto
Modification dominantmodification. Serviced with

Canoeing - Rowing
Sailing
Swimming
Diving
Fishing
Suning Iall)
RURAL

Little or no on-site management control

SOCIAL SETTING IAPpiies to a typical days

Access Area alleast, km from allroads and
tracks which are usually. open to

Water Based

Canoeing - Rowing
Swimming
Fishing
Sumng Ibodyj

MANAGEMENT SETrlNG Icontrois may
be physical e. g. barriers or regulatory e. g. by-laws. )

primitive to sealed roads. Buildings are
rare and genemlly Isolated.

Size

No set criteria 19enerally over 5 haj
Coast land. variable but contiguous
with rural lands

Access
Man-Made
Modification

Club and Kiosk Services

Showgrounds and Cemeteries
Motorised Transport Iautomobiles. 4 wheel drives.
motorcycles)
Camping and Caravans. Cabins
Racing; Games and Playgrounds; FDssicking

Area serviced by a formed road
A culturalIy modified environment
reflecting past or current practices in
agriculture. clear fell forestry. extractive
industries. utility corridors etc. Area is
serviced by formed roads to highways
Buildings are common and may range
from scattered to small clusters e. g
power lines. towers. resorts. marinas.
pit heads and farm buildings

Water Based

Canoeing - Rowing; Sailing. Power Boating;
Water Skiing; Fishing; Diving; Swimming;
Suchng (any Marinas; Water Sports
URBAN

Land Based

Viewing Scenery. Arts and Crafts. Bands
Individual and Team Sports; Picnicking
Walking. Bicycling. Horseriding
Sightseeing Drives; Club and Kiosk Services
Motorised Transport (automobiles. 4 wheel drives.
trains. buses. motorcyclesI
Camping and Caravans; Games and Playgrounds
Water Based

Canoeing - Rowing; Sailing; Power Boating
Water Skiing; Fishing; Diving; Swimming
Surfing (any. Wharls. Jetties; Marinas
Water Sports

Size Noset criteria 19enerally %-20ha)
Coastland - variable but contiguous
with urban lands.
Access

Area normally accessed by foot.
bicycle or if necessary. vehicle
Man-Made Astructuredominatedenvironment
Modification serviced with sealed roadsto

highways. Natural or 'natural
appearing' elements may be present
but buildings and building complexes
are dominant. viz resorts. towns
Industrial sites, residential areas

,..
,

,
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Table 7.3

RATING OUTDOOR RECREATION CAPABILITY
FACTOR RATING

Very High(,)

High (2)

Moderate (3)

Low (4)

Existing

Very High

High

Medium

Low

and/or
Potential

Very High

High

Medium

Low

Distinctive

Distinctive/
Common

Common

Minimal

Very High

High

Medium

Low

Outstanding

Interesting

Common

Minimal

Outstanding

Interesting

Common

Minimal

Outstanding

Good

Adequate

Poor

POPULARITY

VISUAL QUALITY
Relative Scenic

Quality
RANGE OF OPPORTUNITIES

FEATURES PRESENT
Natural
and/or
Cultural
Recreation
Facilities
NOTES

POPULARITY - Indicates the value of an area for a particular
recreation activity. It is a measure of both the levels of usage and
the importance of the area to such users' For example, a remote
area may be popular with bushwalkers but its actual level of
usage may be low.
VISUAL QUALITY - In general the scenic quality increases as
- landforms become more rugged and reliefincreases;
- vegetation patterns become more diverse;
- natural and agricultural landscapes increase; and
- presence of water forms, water edge and water area
Increases.

dune-heath-forest vegetation patterns, but in the western slopes
distinctive scenic quality may include low hills, small rocky
outcrops, streams and scattered trees.
RANGE OF OPPORTUNITIES

Indicates the range of recreation opportunities or experiences
provided by the diversity of settings within the area (as distinct
from facilities or improvements).
FEATURES PRESENT

Natural - as defined under special features (in nature
conservation capability criteria) or offering a unique recreational
opportunity (for example, popular hang-gliding cliffs or rock
climbing cliffs).
.

Scenic quality is assessed in relation to the broad topographic
units within the study area i. e. coastal, tablelands, slopes or
plains. The classes are a relative measure of scenic quality within

Cultural - historic, or archaeological sites, items or buildings.

these units. For example distinctive scenic quality in coastal areas Recreation Facilities - type and number of facilities that are
may involve a headland, cliffs, ocean shore. bays, and

7.2.3 Rural Capability Assessment
A number of capability schemes are currently being
employed by agencies involved in the assessment of
rural lands. Each system reflects, to a certain
degree, the prime objective and interests of the
individual agency, although each is concerned with
evaluating parcels of land suitable for grazing and
cropping activities and identifying those unsuitable
for either. The systems do not address agricultural

pursuits which are riot dependent on land quality,
e. g. feed lots, nurseries, kennels, glasshouses, etc.
The Soil Conservation Service (1978) has adopted

consistent with both the activity and setting opportunities.

an eight class system with a particular emphasis on
soil erosion hazards and the environmental attributes

of the land. The Department of Agriculture and the
Department of Environment and Planning
(Department of Environment and Planning 1981)
have devised capability assessments which
concentrate on the agricultural productivity of an
area and require production data and the appraisal
of appropriate levels of technology and economic
and legislative control. The systems of both
Departments are directly concerned with evaluating
the capability of a parcel of land for cropping or
grazing and identifying areas which are unsuitable
for either use.

The Soil Conservation Service is currently well

Rural Capability Glass I-better quality cropping land.

advanced in undertaking a major inventory, mapping
programme 0:100,000 scale) and rural assessment
of soils in the Eastern and Central Divisions of

N. S. W. Similarly, the Department of Agriculture is
producing agricultural suitability maps for various
areas at scales of 1.00,000 and 1:50,000.

Management goals for Crown land include
multiple use and sustained use without
environmental degradation. In this context it is
considered that any bias in the Crown land
capability assessment system should tend toward
land conservation. However, in the selection of a

preferred use, production should be considered
together with the other economic and social
parameters set down in working policies.
The Soil Conservation Service rural capability

scheme is being used due to the availability of
State-wide mapped information. Provision is also
made on the Land Resource Inventory and
Assessment Card to use agricultural capability

ratings by the Department of Agriculture where
available. As mapping by this body proceeds, the

Rural Capability Glass " - moderate quality cropping land.

information will also be included into the Land
.. '\%,**\**. *.,*,*;**=\*.**"t. ,,,*~,

Assessment phase of the process.
Both the soil conservation and rural productivity

^ ' .*'"

~,"****

assessments will be invaluable aids in the rural

~
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capability assessment of Crown lands.
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Rural Assessment Factors and

Capability Classes
The major influences upon the capability of Crown
land are climate, terrain, soiltype, erosion

susceptibility and past and present land use
practices. These factors, usually occurring in
combination, establish the capability of the land to

accept varying intensities of rural and agricultural
use. Natural resource features also determine

constraints of a site and indicate the degree of

protective management which should be
incorporated into any lease agreement.

Rural CapabMty Glass in - poorer quality cropping land.

Certain kinds of rural use such as intensive animal

uses (piggeries, poultry and cattle feedlots) or crop
uses (nurseries, greenhouses) require larger capital
investment and are only minimalIy influenced by the

r*.

natural resource characteristics of a site. Such

intensive rural uses are usually more dependent on

the ability of the site to accept buildings or
associated waste controlfacilities.

There is a complex process of interaction among
the various environmental components affecting

rural capability. It would not be feasible to prescribe
a single capability rating scheme to satisfy the
diverse needs of rural land use planning in N. S. W.

This paper proposes a series of general capability
criteria derived from both the Soil Conservation

Service scheme and the Department of

Agriculture/Department of Environment and Planning
agricultural rating scheme. Provision for noting
relevant exceptions is also made.
Photographs: Soloonservation Serv!be, NSW
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Rural Capability Class IV (in foreground - better quality grazing
land, rising to Glass Wand Glass V"/in background.

Rural Capability Class Vl- poorer quality grazing land, affected
by sanh^^y
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Rural Capability Glass V- moderate quality grazing land

Rural Capability Class Vll- land best suited to timber, affected
by landsllyi, needs re-vegetation
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Rural GapabMty Glass W -poorer quality grazing land.
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Rural Capability Glass Vin - land unsuitable for agricultural or
pastoral use.
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Table 7.4

RURAL CAPABILITYSCHEME

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

Based on Soil Conservation Service (1978) 'Soils of New South Wales: Their characterization. Classification and conservation' - Technical Handbook NO I.
and Department of Environment and Planning (1981) Rural Land Evaluation Manual, Sydney
CLASSIFICATION

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Cropping Land - No erosion hazards

Class I
Z

Capable of a wide range of agricultural uses and regular
cultivation for cropping (cereals, oilseeds, fodder etc. ) or
intensive horticulture (vegetables, orchards. ) Includes
'prime agricultural lands' and many areas prepared for
irrigation schemes

LAND AnRIBUTE GUIDELINES
Climate Not exposed to recurrent extremes
which reduce productivity
Slope 0-2%,-flat

SOILCONSERVATION REQUIREMENTS
No special measures are needed

Terrain Commonly plains, except drainage
plains

Drainage Good, though may be flood liable with
low long term cost
Salinity No salting evident

o
I-

Erosion Hazard Nil to low

<
^

I. .

Cropping Land - Minorto moderate erosion hazards

.

Capable of supporting a wide variety of agricultural uses

=

similarto Class I. Can include 'prime agricultural lands'
and irrigated lands.

o
.=

^

Climate Not exposed to recurrent extremes

which significantly reduce productivity
Slope 2-5%, - plain

Requires simple soil conservation measures. such
as strip cropping, conservation tiliage and adequate
crop rotation

Terrain Commonly plains, except drainage
plains

Class 11

Drainage Moderate to good, though may be

=

flood liable with a low to moderate long

<5

term cost

LLl
PC

Salinity No salting evident
Erosion Hazard Low

PC

o
IL

Cropping Land - Moderate to severe erosion

LU

hazards

.

Co

<
=
co

Class 1/1

Sloping land suitable for cropping on a rotational basis
Generally used forthe production of the same type of
crops as listed for Class I, although productivity will
vary depending upon soilfertility. Individual yields may
be the same as for Classes I and 11, but increasing
restrictions due to the erosion hazard will reduce the

total yield overtime. Soil erosion problems are often
severe. Generally fair to good agricultural land

Climate Favourable for sensitive crops

Slope <10% where soil erosion hazard varies
from moderate to high - undulating
Terrain Sideslopes and footslopes
Drainage Well drained with good water holding
capacity. Economic loss due to
flooding is low to moderate over the
long term

Salinity No salting evident
Erosion Hazard Slight to high

Requires soil conservation measures, such as
graded banks, waterways and diversion banks.
together with conservation tiliage and adequate
crop rotation
Exception

loryo is the average upper limit for cultivation on most
soils. The limit on coastal areas of high rainfall and in
the northern part of the state falls to 8% while in low
rainfall areas or in the southern part of the state it
may rise to 12%. On highly fertile and stable soils of
basaltic origin this may rise to 20% while for low
quality solodic soils it may fall to 5%

NOTE Hobby Farms can be established on Classes I, ll and inland. However, it may riot be desirable due to Ithe reduced productivity of prime agricultural lands.
,,

Grazing Land - Suitable for occasional

Z

cultivation with few to no erosion hazards

^

Land capable of pasture improvement and occasional
cash orforage crops but notthe range of agricultural
<5
.C

o

Class N

uses listed for Class I to 1/1. May accept hobby farms if
adequate provisions are made for water supply. effluent
disposal and selection of safe building sites and access

L

roads

U

Capability limited by slope, soil erosion, shallowness or

.

CD

rockiness, climate or a combination of these factors

I^

=
co

\

Slope Up to 20% - rolling to hilly. (Includes
soils that would otherwise be in Classes

I to 11 excepting slope ranges from 10%
to 20%)
Terrain Sideslopes; plains where soils are poor

Drainage Good to poorly drained
Salinity Nil
Erosion Hazard Slight to moderate

Requires simple soil conservation measures, such as
pasture improvement, stock control, application of
fertilizer and minimal cultivation for permanent
pastures.

,

I

RURAL CAPABILITYSCHEME CONTINUED
CLASSIFICATION

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Grazing Land - Suitable for occasional
cultivation with moderate to severe erosion hazards

Land capable of pasture Improvement and

Class V

measures than class IV. Capability considerably
limited by slope, soil erosion hazard, shallowness or
rockiness, climate, or a combination of these
factors. If used for hobby farms. adequate provision
should be made for water supply, effluent disposal
and selection of safe building sites and access roads

<5
Z

^!
PC
(,
PC

Grazing Land - Not Suitable for Cultivation

o

Land capable of grazing but not culti ation.

L

IL^

Grazing based on native pastures or i proved

.

pastures, relying on minimum tillage techniques

Co

it used for hobbyfarms, adequate provision should
be made for water supply, effluent disposal and
selection of safe building sites and access roads

<
I=
co

occasional cash or forage crops but productivity is
generally lower than for grazing lands in class N
Soil erosion hazard requires more intensive

Class Vl

LAND AnRIBUTE GUIDELINES
Slope 10-20% - rolling to hilly (or lower
sloping lands if soils are poor. )
Terrain Sideslopes

Drainage Moderate to poorly drained
Salinity May occurin low lying depressions,

SOIL CONSERVATION REQUIREMENTS
Requires intensive conservation measures. such as
absorption banks, diversion banks and contour
ripping, together with management practices as in

Class N land. (N. B. 20% is an average practical limit
forthe use of mechanical equipment. )

usually where drainage Is impeded by
natural or man-made structures

Erosion Hazard Moderate to very high

Slope 20-33%, - steep to mountainous (or

lower sloping lands if shallow or very
rocky. )
Terrain Sideslopes
Drainage Land may be subject to periodic

inundation and high watertable,
however, these are of short duration
or can be economicalIy solved.
e. g. draining

Requires limitation of stock, broadcasting seed and
fertilizer, prevention of fire and destruction of

vermin, possibly gully control structures. but
intensive earthworks are impractical
(N. B. Slopes over 331fo% or 18' in a notified
catchment have timber clearing or destruction
restrictions under the Soil Conservation Act. 1938. )

Salinity Salting can be evident
Erosion Hazard Moderate to very high
Note The occurrence offeral and noxious

animals and weeds may be high on
this land but does not impose a severe

limitation to grazing
Land Best Suited to Timber

Land best suited to timber due to erosion hazard,
steepness, shallowness or infertility

Class Vll

Slope Generally 331A-50%, - mountainous or
deeply dissected. (However, may occur

Stock should be excluded and, when cleared, land
should be allowed to revert to timber

on slopes < 33'fo% if soils are shallow.
infertile or poorly structured etc.
e. g. slopes < 10% on sandstone
plateaux)
AND has one or more of the following
Drainage Frequently flooded or ponded
drainage
Soils Shallow, evident to strongly saline,
high to extreme erosion hazard
FeralAnimals/ Uneconomic
Weeds

PC
ILl
=
I. .

Land Unusable for Agricultural or Pastoral Use

o

Land unusable due to severe limitation of land attributes

Slope Generally > 50% = precipitous
However, may occuron lesser slopes
where soils exhibit one or more of the

Land best suited to nature conservation. scenic

protection or regeneration, or water supply
catchment

following
. Stoniness or Rockiness
. Erosion Hazard
Class Vlll

. Soil Physical Handicap
. Salinity or Salt Hazard
. Permanent Freestanding Water
e. g. Swamps

. Floodingn'Idal
. Toxicity
. Feral Animal and Weed Population

o
D

Table 7.5

Gulpi^.:::, ~'.,"*gR'. CLASSIFYING:AGRICULTURAL;. LAND!;

Based on Department of Environment & Planning fig8, ) Rural Land Evaluation and Department of Agriculture (1983)
Agfacts - Agriculture Suitability Maps
Class ,

Land capable of regular cultivation (cereals.
oilseeds, fodder) or Intensive horticulture
(vegetables, orchards). It has a very good
capability for agriculture where there are
only minor or no constraints to sustain high
levels of production. It includes irrigated
areas with high production
All. or nearly all. of the following conditions
are to be satisfied
. Lands are either level or very gently
sloping
. Soils are deep. well to Impertectly

drained. and have good

water holding capacity

. Soils can be maintained in good tilth and

. Economic losses caused by floods are
low in the long term

. Lands are riot likely to accumulate

productivity

. Erosion damage Is nil to slight and
potential for future damage is low
. Productivity Is high to moderately high
for a wide range of adapted field crops
. The soils have a moderate to high

capability to withstand frequent
cultivation and artificial Irrigation without
serious damage

. Any adverse soil physical and chemical
restraints are capable of economic
amelioration

excessive salt or develop high

waterlables following Irrigation
. Lands are riot exposed to recurrent
extremes of climate to an extent that

productivity Is seriously affected
. Intensive production has been facilitated
by existing local or regional infrastrudure
(such as drainage schemes. irrigation
networks or levee banks) except for
those parts which have suffered damage
beyond economic amelioration

Class 2

Land suitable for cultivation or cropping. but
not suited to continuous cropping or

Intensive horticulture. It has good capability
for agriculture. except where constraints
limit the cropping phase to a rotation with
Improved pastures thus reducing the overall
level of production
. Class 2 lands can be either Iai or to)

(at where pockets of Class I land are
too small for general agricultural use
and occupy between 25% and 75%
inside a zone of a lower class. then
that whole zone should be placed in

Class 2 provided that the productivity
of crops appropriate to that zone Is
very high; otherwise the zone should
be Included in Class 3

to) all or nearly all of the following

conditions are to be satisfied

. Land may be level to moderately steep
. Soils are deep to moderately deep. well
drained and have good available water
capacity
. Climatic and environmental conditions

are particularly favourable for sensitive
crops whose cultivation would be
seriously impaired in adjacent areas with
less favourable characteristics

. Erosion damage or hazard is low to
moderate: soil conservation measures

may be required
. Soils have a moderate to high capacity

to withstand frequent cultivation and
artificial Irrigation without serious
damage, except forthose on steeper
lands which have a low capacity and
require conservation works

. Soils can be maintained in good tilth and
productivity

. For a wide range of field crops. adapted
to the region. their productivity Is high to
moderately high

. Any adverse soil physical and chemical
restraints are capable of economic
ame!ioration

. Economic losses caused by floods are
low in the long term
. These are lands where existing local or

regional Infrastructure (such as drainage
schemes. Irrigation networks or levee
banks) has been provided for intensive
production - except forthose parts
which have suffered damage beyond
economic amelmration

. Lands are not likely to accumulate
excessive salt or develop prolonged high
water tables following lingation

Class 3

Land suitable for grazing and pasture
improvement, and can be cultivated for an
occasional cash crop or forage crop in

conjunction with pasture management. The

More than one condition Is to be satisfied

. Lands have either many moderate or few
severe limitations of those listed under

overalllevel of production is moderate as a

Class 5. restricting the extent of arable

result of high environmental costs which
limit the frequency of ground disturbance
Has a moderate capability for agriculture
Pasture land capable of sustained high
levels of production. although conservation

. Sustained high to moderately high levels
of productivity of pastures adapted to the
region are easily maintained
. Lands may be very gently to steeply

measures may be required

agriculture

. Soils may be deep or shallow. well
drained or poorly drained
. Erosion damage Is nil to moderately

.~

severe but conservation works are
feasible

. Under artificial irrigation. levellands are
Incapable of sustained high levels of

production because of unsuitable soil
physical properties Incapable of
economic amelioration

sloping
Class 4

Land suitable for grazing and not suitable
for cultivation. Agriculture Is based on
native pastures or improved pastures
relying on minimum tillage techniques. The
overalllevel of production Is low
Environmental constraints make arable

agriculture uneconomic
All or nearly all of the following conditions
are to be satisfied
. Lands are hilly or rolling with steep or

moderately steep slopes
. The degree of stoniness or rockiness is
slight to severe but not extreme

. Erosion damage or hazard is moderate to
severe and control works are necessary;

severIy eroded areas are only capable of
economic restoration by the
establishment of permanent pasture

. Soil physical handicaps are sufficiently
severe to prevent cultivation but will
allow some pasture growth providing
year- round feed for a low stocking rate
. While extremes of sailnity. salt hazard.
toxicity, deficiency. acidity or alkalinity
may be present, they are not severe as
to prevent plant growth but Instead may
combine to depress yields seriously and
place severe restrictions on the range of

suitable pasture species

. Where land Is subject to periodic
inundation and high waterlables. these
conditions are generally of short duration
. Where permanent high waterlables exist.
the land can be drained sufficiently to

permit some pasture growth
. The density of bush or scrub may be low
to high. but riot extremely high
. While the population of teral and noxious
animals is high, It does not Impose a
severe limitation to grazing

. Where the density of weeds Is high.
successful eradication is only possible by
a continuing programme

Class 5
Land suited for only rough grazing or land

not suited to agriculture. Agricultural
production is very low or zero. Severe or
absolute constraints to production are
Imposed by environmental factors
The lands have either a single or very
severe limitation or a combination of two or
more severe limitations from the following
list are present
. Extremes of slope;

42

stoniness or rockiness;
erosion hazard or damage by wind or
water;

soil physical handicaps;
salinity or salt hazard;
surface water of flooding;

toxicity of deficiency;
acidity or alkalinity;

high watertables incapable of economic
drainage; or

bush or scrub uneconomic to clear

. Large populations of Ieral animals inhabit
the area

. High densities of weeds and timber
regrowth which are uneconomical to
eradicate;
. These are limbered or previously

timbered upland areas where clearing
has led or may lead to excessive
movement of salt into the groundwater

^
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Soil Conservation Service Rural

Capability Scheme
Natural resource characteristics (particularly erosion
hazard) form the basis for determining the type and
intensity of agricultural use which a parcel of land
can sustain. These natural resource attributes are

used to assign land to eight capability classes for
which the appropriate agricultural use and soil
conservation requirements are detailed.
Attributes for the various classes are presented as
guidelines to rural capability classification Crable 7.4).
Most of the relevant attributes are exhibited by land
qualifying under a particular land class, however the
absence of certain natural features in each class is

to be expected. Examples of each class are
illustrated on pages 40 & 41.
The criteria presented can be refined to a regional
level and study team officers are advised to contact
their local Soil Conservation Service for this
information.

The Department of
Agriculture/Department of

7.2.4 Urban Capability Assessment
The Soil Conservation Service has developed a
system of urban capability assessment which has

been recently applied to consideration of proposed
urban lands (Hannam & Hicks 1980). Like the

Service's rural capability assessment, this system
emphasises the erosion and instability problems that
may result from developments incorporating a wide
range of land uses. It is used to estimate the
intensity of urban development which could be

sustained by the site and to recommend appropriate
land conservation measures.

While the LA. P. P. urban capability method is
based on the Soil Conservation Service model
certain elements have been refined and additional

factors (e. g. bushfire hazard) have been included.
The system does not include suitability ratings as
these will vary according to the value of the land for
urban or alternative uses. Suitability factors (e. g.
proximity to services, land value, visual quality,
climate, aspect, access) should be reflected in the
region's working policies and then considered when
selecting preferred uses.
Crown land with a high capability for urban development Is often
released to supplement marketrequirements.

Environment and Planning
,

Agricultural Capability Rating
Scheme
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The aim of this method is to rank rural lands into

one of five capability classes based on the potential

productivity of the land, in the relevant social and
economic context Crable 7.5). It is a rapid subjective
method designed to be carried out by experts.
Hence the local Department of Agriculture office
needs to be consulted about the availability of such
classification for any area.
Land that has a high capability for agriculture
under either of the above schemes will not

necessarily have a high suitability for agriculture if
conflicting demand, cultural or locational factors
make agricultural use of the land uneconomic or
undesirable.

These factors must be taken into account in the

Land Suitability stage of the assessment (Section
7.3). A checklist of factors which influence
agricultural suitability has been provided in Appendix
D and a guide to agricultural suitability classification
is provided in Appendix E.
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Urban Assessment Factors and

Capability Classes
Urban capability assessment is based largely on the
interaction between landform (slope and terrain),
soils and hydrological features (see Table 7.6).
Five primary urban land use classes have been
defined to assist in assigning a capability rating to
each mapping area. These classes are based on

physical limitations to urban land use, and although
they represent a useful framework for assessment,
the modelis sufficiently flexible to allow some
variation in emphasis according to local conditions
and the characteristics of a particular area.
Urban capability ratings are determined by
assessing the attributes of a mapping area
(identified on the Inventory Card) in accordance with

the Urban Capability Scheme Crable 7.6). The class
which most aptly describes the mapping area should
be selected. It is unlikely that any one mapping area
would exhibit allthe land attributes listed.

.p*
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Table 7.6
URBAN CAPABILITYASSESSMENT
Based on Soil Conservation Services Urban Capability Scheme

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

CLASSIFICATION

Areas Capable of Accepting Intensive
Urban Development

Class A

Little or no physical limitations to urban development
Areas may be utilized for extensive building complexes
e. g. commercial or industrial centres. schools or other
complexes which require large scale clearing and
levelling

LAND MANAGEMENT

LAND ATTRIBUTE GUIDELINES
Slope 0-2%, flat - ideal; 2-5% plain - some
restraint where levelling needed
Terrain Plateau, flood or coastal plain, crest,

Minimise time and extent of surface exposure so as to
reduce runoff and surface erosion

footslope. sideslope. (N. B. 'Floodplain'Is a
geomorphic floodplain as defined in the
Handbook and is riot inundated by water. )
Soils Little or no physical limitation to urban
development
Bush Fire Hazard - Low

Areas Capable of Accepting Standard
Residential Development with Minor to Moderate
Physical Limitations

Will accept roading, drainage and services to cater for
Class B

housing allotments of 600m' or more. Extensive
commercial or Industrial complexes are generally not
recommended due to major disturbance necessary to
achieve level sites. Possible - depending on
constraint type

Terrain Sideslopes, footslopes. crests or

Control of soil erosion during construction and
development phases. Use of top soil stockpiling and
respreading. temporary vegetative protection and
installation of silt filters and sediment traps

structured benches.

Soils Slight to moderate, erosion hazard or
minor physical limit
Bush Fire Hazard - low to medium

Bush Fire hazard reduction and building protection

programme needed
residential development on sites with

Soil conservation measures more intense than class B
I. e. stabilisation of earth batters, stormwater retarding

Will accept residential development similar to that for
class B. although limitations are greater. It is possible

specific soil constraints e. g. high soil

measures. sediment traps and basins, revegetation of

erodibility, or drainage problems

exposed areas

that extensive building complexes can be located here

15-20%, hilly - development varies with

depending on the type of physical constraints

site soil and drainage characteristic

Areas Capable of Accepting Standard Residential
Development with Moderate Physical Limitations

Class C

Slope 5-logyo undulating - ideal; 10-15%,
rolling- upper limits on soils with specific
constraints e. g. high soil erodibility

Detailed studies would be required

Slope 10-15%, rolling - upper limit for standard

20-25%, steep - upper limit for standard
residential development on stable soils
Terrain Sideslopes. Footslope, structured bench
Soils Moderate to high erosion hazard

Areas Capable of Accepting Strategically
Located Low Density Residential Development
Areas have severe physical limitations to urban
Class D

development. Selective location of roading and
housing on stable!areas. Bulk of surrounding land

Bush Fire Hazard - medium

Medium Fire hazard reduction and building protection
programme needed

Slope 20-337^^, mountainous - upper limitfor
any form of residential subdivision
Terrain Sideslope. structured bench, drainage plain
Soils High to very high erosion hazard

The severe physical limitations to urban development
are difficult to overcome and require detailed site
investigation and engineering design. Site engineering

Bush Fire Hazard - medium to high

Intensive fire hazard reduction and building protection
programme needed

Slope > 33%%, deeply dissected to precipitous
Terrain Sideslope, escarpment. swamp, dune,

Land best left undisturbed and allocated to remote

is retained as open space. Many areas riot

recommended for any form of urban development
apart from drainage reserves
Areas riot Recommended for Urban Development
Areas have very severe physical limitations to urban
development that are very difficult to overcome
Class E

stream channel

and intensive soil conservation measures will be
required If developed

natural or natural recreation. or nature conservation
purposes

Soils High to extreme erosion hazard or physica
limitations

Bush Fire Hazard - high

,,
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Crown land on the pert7hery of urban centres Is often sought
after for rural residential and hobby farm purposes

7.2.5 Forestry Capability
Assessment
..~

As the previous sections of this paper have shown,
it is not possible to reduce the capability
assessment of a parcel of land to a single formula.
The evaluation of~forestry_potential is similarly
complex. Some of the factors which must be taken

P
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into account include diverse land attributes, the

location of processing centres (timber mills and
woodchip industries) and access to major markets.
Furthermore, the production of timber is only one
of the many purposes associated with an efficient
multiple use forestry plan (Forestry Commission of
N. S. W. 1976). However, capability schemes for a
number of these multiple uses (viz. recreation and
conservation) have been discussed elsewhere in this
document. This section, therefore, will be concerned

exclusively with the timber production aspect of
forestry.
There is little scope for further exotic pine
production on Crown land other than in areas
adjacent to existing pine forests. These include the
Oberon, Bathurst/Orange, Bombala, Turnut, Batlow,
Turnbarumba, Walcha, Nundle and Queanbeyan
areas. Further expansion in these localities would
involve detailed study by the Forestry Commission
and would be beyond the broad regional scale of

viable land use for areas with minimal agricultural
potential.
On consideration of the factors mentioned above,

it was decided that the L. A. P. P. forestry capability
assessment should be primarily concerned with the
potential of Crown land for indigenous forestry. As
with allthe land assessment schemes presented in
this paper, this system does not supersede the
statutory responsibilities and obligations, such as
referencing, of either the Forestry Commission or the
Crown Lands Office.

the LA. P. P.

Forestry Commission policy does not support any
further clearing of indigenous forest for pine
plantation and the Commission is now concentrating
on previously cleared lands. It should be
remembered that pine reafforestation may well be a

Forestry (Production) Assessment
Factors and Capability Classes
Land attributes influencing timber production include
the natural resources of the site (viz. vegetation type

Table 7.7

FORESTRY (PRODUCTION) CAPABILITYASSESSMENT*
RELATIVE VALUE FOR FORESTRY PURPOSES
LAND AnRIBUTE
HIGH, F1

NIL, F4

Low, F3

MEDIUM, F2

Tenures riot

VC. L. terminating
Lease prescribed under
Sec. 18 (1) of the
Forestry Act, 19/6.

Perpetual Lease
prescribed under
Sect 8 (1) of the
Forestry Act.

LOCATION

Adjoining State

(see also AREA)

Forest

Isolated from State
Forest.

AREA

More than 100 ha

50-100 ha.

2-50 ha

Less than 2 ha.

Wet sclerophyll
forest; Dry SGIerophyll

Rainforest; Dry
sclerophyll forest under
25m mature height

Other types with tree
species components.

Improved pasture crops;
other types with no
naturally occurring tree

TENURE

prescribed under Sect8
of the Forestry Act

If riot adjoining State Forest
VEGETATION TYPE

forest, more than 25m,

species

mature height
Cypress pine
woodland

LANDFORM SLOPE

Less than 50% (25')

50-60% (25'-30')

60.20% (30'-50')

More than 120% (50')

Assign to a mapping area an overallforestry (production) capability assessment equivalent to the lowest rating given to any one of the
various land attributes

*Developed by Messrs. R. Hill, K. Forest and R. Squire, Classification Branch, Land Administration Division, N. S. W. Forestry Commission

and height, area and slope) and major land use
factors such as tenure and location (e. g. does the
The forestry capabMty of an area of land depends on vegetatibn
type, size, slope, as wellas location and tenure

the costs involved in its extraction, operations will

go ahead and the commodity will be processed and
marketed. As prices fall, the viability of the

procedure is diminished and operations may go into
recess. It should be remembered that the extractive

capability of a parcel of Crown land should take into
account not only the presence of substantial
resources but also the fluctuating viability of projects

of this kind. In assessing the capability of a site it is
essential to determine the existing situation and

consider any changes that are likely to occur during
the planning period.
In land use terms, extractive industry is a
dominant and often exclusive use. Areas subjected

to large scale underground mining are often prone to
progressive subsidence (or settling) which generally
restricts future use options. The effects of mining on
an area will vary depending on such factors as the
commodity, shape and size of the deposit, and the
method and scale of extraction. Mining may
continue for a considerable time but is essentially a

'temporary'land use. When mining is complete
some form of rehabilitation may allow land to be
site adjoin a State Forest?). The Forestry
Commission has developed a simple procedure for
combining these factors to indicate the relative
indigenous forestry value of parcels of Crown land
(See Table 7.7). The L. A. P. P. has adopted this
model without substantial modification.

An overallforestry (production) value assigned to
a parcel of land is equivalent to the lowest rating
given to any of the land attributes of that parcel of
land.

7.2.6 Extractive Industries

Capability Assessment
Four distinct types of extractive industry can occur
on Crown land: the production of energy resources
(coal, gas, petroleum), and the extraction of metallic
minerals, non-metallic minerals, and construction
materials. Resources may be either renewable (e. g.
river sand or gravel) or non-renewable (e. g. coal and
minerals). Fossicking can also be an acceptable
recreational activity.
The significance of mining ventures other than
fossicking, on Crown land, depends on the viability
of the project. Factors which affect viability include:

used for a variety of purposes. This may also occur
on a progressive basis as mining ceases.
Alternatively, the establishment of a major
development in a resource-rich area will prevent the
extraction of valuable resources.

Extractive Industry Assessment

Factors and Capability Classes
The Department of Mineral Resources has
developed a basic assessment scheme for
extractive industry capability (see Table 7.8). The five
classes and potential ratings shown in the table
correspond to recommended site procedures. It
should be noted, however, that these

recommendations may vary according to the type of
resource, its locality and its market value. As well,
they may vary with the adequacy of available
information and with time. It should be regarded as
a flexible and dynamic classification.
Grown lands often provide an invaluable source of extractive
materials for the construction and other allied industries
.* :
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. the quality and market price of the resource;
. the cost of extraction, processing and
transportation;

A*}
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. the demand forthe resource;

. the requirements of environmental legislation
(viz. environmental impact assessment,
pollution control, waste disposal and site
restoration).
Fluctuation in these factors is reflected in the often

intermittent nature of extractive operations. When
the market price of an extractive resource exceeds
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Table 7.8

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY CAPABILITYASSESSMENT*
CLASS

DESCRIPTION

LAND USE RECOMMENDATIONS**

Proven Deposits - includes currently worked deposits,

Development is NOT RECOMMENDED becausethe
area is of significance for its mineral or
construction material deposits.

deposits which were worked in the past but have not been
worked out, and deposits which have been proved by
detailed exploration.
2

High Potential - includes areas containing minor worked
deposits or where the results of scout drilling indicate
major deposits or where there is a highly favourable

As above

geological environment.
3

Medium Potential - includes areas containing minor

known deposits or where the presence of a in~oderately
favourable geological environment indicates possible
deposits.
4

Low Potential- includes areas which contain known

occurrences of minerals or construction materials, but
which are considered unlikely to contain economic
deposits.
5

Very Low Potential- includes areas with no known
occurrences of economic interest and with a very low
chance of containing economic deposits.

6

7

Development proposals should be REFERRED to
the Department of Mineral Resources for
comment as the area possibly contains
important mineral or construction material
deposits.
NO OBJECTION to development, as the area
contains no significant mineral or
construction material deposits.

As above

Proven Coal Deposits suited to underground mining -

Development proposals must be REFERRED to

includes currently worked colliery holdings, holdings
which were worked in the past but have now been worked
out, and deposits which have riot been worked but have
been proven by detailed exploration.

Department of Mineral Resources for
comment. Development may be possible
provided provision is made for subsidence,
and access to sites needed for pittops
and ventilation shafts is not impaired.

Probable Coal Deposits suited to underground mining

As Above

- includes areas known to contain coal seams but where
there has been insufficient exploration to confirm the
economic potential of the seams.

* Based on The Department of Environment and Planning's (1981), Rural Land Evaluation Manual, Sydney.
co The environmental impact of an extractive industry project must be investigated, as it is a designated development under the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979.

7.2.7 Waste Disposal Capability
Assessment
Commercial and industrial waste is generally divided

into two types:liquid and solid waste. The

potentially toxic nature of commercial and industrial
liquid waste is such that a special siting study would
be required. Consequently, the pressures on Crown
land will invariably involve the disposal of solid
domestic waste or, more specifically, controlled
landfill operations.

There are three main types of controlled landfill,
viz. area, trench, and ramp methods. Appropriate
land attributes vary according to the method

employed. In theory, any site might be capable of
accepting such a use but economic and

environmental constraints would restrict the options
considerably.

Attributes which influence the siting of landfill
operations include:. Site location aspects - haulage distance;
access routes (avoidance of residential areas

etc. ); fire control facilities; zoriing; and visual
disturbance.

. Site characteristics - low lying areas

it100dplains, tidal areas, swamps, marshes and
the banks of permanent streams) should be
avoided; consideration must be given to
surface drainage and groundwater
characteristics in order to prevent water

pollution. The availability of suitable cover
material with good compaction qualities is
essential.

. Soil and geology - structural integrity and

48
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permeability should be such as to prevent the
movement of Ieachate from the landfillinto

ground water.

The cornmun^ty demands the provision of areas for solid waste
disposal, capabMty forthis use depends on environmental factors
as well as economic footors.

. Climate - the intensity and duration of rainfall
and the direction and strength of prevailing
winds are important in terms of erodibility and
A

I

Landfill Assessment Factors and
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Capability Classes
,,

A general capability rating scheme has been

developed for landfill waste depots and transfer
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Pollution Control Commission 1978). These systems

identify three classes of capability (good, moderate
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stations on the basis of the land factors mentioned

above (See Tables 7.9 and 7.10 respectively) (State
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the transmission of noise, odour and litter.
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and poor) and provide a general description of each
class. When assigning a capability rating to a

particular site, officers should select the class which
best describes the area. It is unlikely that any one

The LA. P. P. therefore allows for particular land

use categories to be established with composite

capability assessment criteria as the circumstances
of a particular area and study may require.

site will comply with all the characteristics specified.

7.3 LAND SUITABILITY

7.2.8 Infrastructure Capability
Assessment
The diversity of land use activities and developments
associated with this general infrastructure land use
category prevents the formulation of definitive
capability criteria for application in the L. A. P. P.
Some aspects of infrastructure can be equaled
with urban capability requirements, and useful
information can be obtained from service authorities

regarding 'on-line' projects. However, land can only
be assigned to such uses following detailed site

planning which might embrace environmental impact
studies, cost-benefit analyses and engineering
feasibility appraisals.

The third step in the assessment process, land
suitability, involves choosing between a number of

:';:':':,':^: ':;;;;:: ^:;^'I::.' ^"4,111;^ t^'^,

At the outset it is essential to gauge the level of
demand for land for certain public purposes and the

capability of an area of Crown land to satisfy such
demand. Capability information is determined using
the land capability procedure; demand estimation
entails a different approach. Relevant issues include
the often conflicting needs of different user groups.
In what circumstances, for example, should demand
for forestry prevail over the needs of conservation
and recreation?

Land suitability is therefore a technical and

Despite this limitation, the LAP. P. still to some
extent addresses the potential use of Crown lands
for infrastructure purposes. This occurs in two ways:

political evaluation of the acceptability or desirability
of a particular land use. As it is based on community

co definitive working policies for infrastructure,
developed for a specific study area, can provide
the basis for dealing with future proposals (e. g.
pipelines, highways, sewerage works). These
policies would most likely take the form of

as they occur in both of these areas.

demands and expectations as well as Government

policy, land suitability will inevitably reflect changes

exclusion conditions, thereby identifying areas

where a particular development would not be
acceptable.

tiny the preferred uses for an area will often
determine whether future infrastructure uses are

likely to be acceptable. For instance, where
nature conservation is the preferred use for a

particular site, it would be immediately apparent
that infrastructure development is likely to be

incompatible. By contrast, infrastructure could be
at least partially compatible with preferred uses
such as urban development.

7.2.9 Other Land Uses
In determining the capability of Crown land to
accept other specific forms of land use such as rural
residential(or hobby farms), tourism and community
purposes (see Section 55.9), it may be necessary to
devise a specific capability criteria table. Rural
residential land use for instance, effectiveIy

comprises an urban development component (i. e.
physical constraints and opportunities for residential
use) and a rural component (viz. cultivation, grazing
or landscape character). On the other hand, the
capability for community purposes and tourist
development is likely to include urban, recreation
and possibly rural components.
50

The concept of land suitability has four basic
components (Alexander & Walker, undated):
I. Economic Efficiency - the allocation of
resources to the use which yields the greatest

financial return, e. g. if assessment shows that a

parcel of land possesses a high capability for
cultivation, preference should be given to

cultivation, not an alternative use such as
grazing.

2. Social Equity - ensuring the equitable
distribution of social benefits and social costs

by adopting a particularform of land use. For
example, one issue at the centre of past
rainforest logging disputes in New South Wales
was the conflict between the tangible timber

production and job security associated with the
logging industry, and the more intangible loss

to the National Estate of the rainforest resource
itself.

3. Community Acceptability - including such
aspects as:
.

changing social attitudes (e. g. against
environmentally incompatible land uses and
external effects such as adverse noise and

visual impacts);

. regional and community needs for land
resources;

. public participation and political influence.

00

4. Administrative Practicability - the adequacy

recreation activities provided the conservation value

of existing infrastructure and services (such as
accessibility to roads, education facilities,
community services, power supply, sewerage);

of the area is not significantly diminished. If urban
residential development were the preferred use for
an area, other less intensive land uses such as

services to undeveloped sites.

would not reduce the viability of eventually achieving

and the economic efficiency of providing

Suitability should therefore be determined through a
sieve of land use policies which recognises any of
the above components as they may occur in a

particular area as well as having regard to the
assessed capability of the land. In other words, in

the L. A. P. P. the selection of preferred uses is

recreation or grazing would be acceptable as they
a residential use.

Table 7.11 provides a general guide to the degree
of compatibility inherent in a range of alternate land
uses, but it should be remembered that these

guidelines will vary according to specific site
conditions.

achieved by considering the capability of the land
and choosing the use which best satisfies the
regional demand forthe land and its resources.
IdealIy, the land use policies determined by an

7.5 THE LAND USE PLAN

community and should facilitate the selection of

preferred land uses. Similarly, the development of

association with the Department of Environment and
Planning to ensure that the Process is consistent

and political input.

and Assessment Act, 1979 and its Regulations. The

elected government should reflectthe needs of the
more specific working policies will reflect community
Although this kind of political involvement Is

essential, an individual or lobby group may be able
to influence land use decisions through the political

process. A mechanism to cope with this kind of

pressure is built into the L. A. P. P. through the
number, type, and strength of working policies. (e. g.

Exclude all hospitals or large scale government
works from all areas except region X ; or, a more

flexible policy: Give preference to all hospital or

large scale government works in region 'X'). In this

way, input through the political system can be
recognised and differentiated from the objective

The development of the Land Assessment and
Planning Process has been undertaken in

with the provisions of the Environmental Planning

final product of the LAP. Pts consistent with the
requirements for an environmental study - the
preliminary stage in the preparation of a Local
Environmental Plan.

Information gathered during the LA. P. P. will also
AsaresultofeachLAPPstudyareportisproduced. To accompany

thereportcapabMtymapsandpreferredusemapsareprepared
whichshowthecapabilityofeachmappingunittosupportthe

rangeofpermittedusesandthemostsuitablelanduse.
.J

components of the process.
*

Provision has been made on the Land Resource

,**\

Inventory and Assessment Card to indicate the

preferred use and the working policies which formed

the basis for this selection.
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7.4 INCOMPATIBLE USES
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The Crown Lands Office seeks to encourage

*
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multiple use of the land resource, however some
land uses are inherently incompatible.
The final sieve in the land assessment step

involves the identification and removal of those uses

which are incompatible with the preferred use(s). An

incompatible use is one which diminishes the value
tor productivity) of a preferred use, or one which
might jeopardise the future implementation of a

preferred land use. It can be further explained by the

following example:

If the preferred use for a parcel of land was

"conservation" most other land uses would be

incompatible as their associated activities and site
developments would very likely have an adverse
impact on the nature conservation value of the area.
Some scope may exist to allow for remote or natural

form a useful data base forthe Crown Lands Office

when considering applications for the occupation,
use and development of Crown land (e. g. leases,

permissive occupancies, conversion applications).
The plan and supportive material will provide
important information for more specific land
management plans and programmes and
environmental impact assessment tasks of the

Crown Lands Office. In addition the resource data,

policies and land use plans will be useful to other
government agencies and the public.
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. Land Resource Inventory and Assessment

The land use plan comprises maps and an
accompanying report for each study area. The report
may contain the following:

Cards
- microfiche in back cover

. Aims and Objectives of Study
Maps are prepared to provide the following:

. L. A. P. P. - Methodology and Background
. Definition and Background of the Study Area

. Locality map

. Relevant State and Regional Policies

. Functional Areas in Study Area

. Local Zoriing Controls

. Functional Area maps - showing mapping
areas and land use capabilities

. Identification of Permitted Uses

. Preferred Use map
. Land Resource Inventory Techniques and

Land capability and preferred land uses are
indicated by code. The following example
demonstrates the application of a suitable code. The
capability of a mapping area is assessed in terms of

Procedures

. Limitations and Assumptions made in the
L. A. P. P.

conservation, recreation and forestry. Capability

. Capabilities and Preferred Uses for Crown Land
in the Study Area.

ranking reveals that the site has low conservation
value (C4), low forestry potential(F4); and a high
rural recreation rating (RR2). The preferred land use

. Planning Implications

is Rural Recreation. Assessment of land capability

and preferred land use can be expressed as:

. Conclusions and Plan Implementation

C4, F4, RR2

(CAPABILITIES)

RR

(PREFERRED USE)

. Bibliography

The following material may also be included in the

Some rationalisation of land use boundaries may be

report

needed to facilitate management, especially when
disposition to another Government agency or to
freehold ownership is involved. Because of the
typically irregular boundaries of mapping areas there
may also be a need for amendments on the grounds

. Appendices
- Working Policies

of survey practicality.

- Capability Assessment Schedules

Grown lands often have unique conservation, recreational and scenic values
*
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

accompanying report. To conform with procedures
relating to the display of environmental planning

Completion of the L. A. P. P. up to and including the

comment on land use plans for Crown land will
generally follow the guidelines identified in the

land assessment stage produces a number of
information sources:

instruments, arrangements for exhibition and
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act,
1979.

. A set of working policies reflecting community
needs and expectations which forms the basis
for selecting "preferred land uses".
. An inventory of the natural resource
attributes of an area and the land use factors

At the conclusion of the display period public
submissions will be reviewed and any necessary
amendments made to the draft plan. The final land

use plan will form the basis of future land use
decisions and land management programmes within
the Crown Lands Office.

which highlight land management opportunities
and constraints.

. A rating of an area's land capability to accept
a range of permitted land uses.

Implementation of Land Use Plans produced in a LAP. P. study
may result in the inclusion of an area in a departmental
programme, such as walking tracks.

. A suitability assessment which provides
preferred land uses; and a list of
incompatible uses.

<\

Using these data as a base for decision making, the
transition can now be made from land assessment

to active land management. This transition process
involves two phases:
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. the formulation of area management plans.
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8.2 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

*

The implementation of a land use plan is the
culmination of the Land Assessment and Planning
Process. Before land use recommendations can be

implemented, however, they must meet with
community approval. The importance of public
review, at the local, regional or State level, cannot
be overemphasised.
Since the regional policies formulated in the
L. A. P. P. 's early stages should always reflect
community needs and opinions, it would be
reasonable to assume that the policy framework and
range of permitted and preferred land uses would be
acceptable to most members of the community.

8.3 PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
The adoption or implementation of the land use plan
produced in a LAP. P. study can take a number of
forms:

. Active land management through relevant
Departmental programmes.

Public review and comment is most desirable

subsequent to the release of the land use plan and
54

. Land reserved for future public requirements.

00

. Land eXchange.

conversion to freehold ownership, dedication for

. Disposition to other public bodies.

Parks) or commitment to various lease agreements.

. Disposition to freehold ownership.

8.3. , Land Management
Programmes
The "optimum desirable use" (or preferred use) is
identified in the LAP. P. together with the attributes
and constraints likely to affect its management. As
stated in the Crown Lands Consolidation Act,

19/3, management can be achieved through plans
of management for specific programmes. These
management programmes include the planning and

establishment of recreation facilities such as walking
tracks, waterside reserves, camping grounds,

caravan parks and showgrounds, homesites, and
industrial areas. The provision of financial and

planning assistance for reserves management (e. g.
signage and facilities) should be added to this list. It
is envisaged that plans of management will be

prepared to ensure the orderly development and
management of Crown reserves.
It should be noted that although the Land

Resource Inventory Card provides for the inclusion
of information needed to formulate a plan of

management, the card has been designed to
operate at a broader "land system" planning scale.
The LA. P. P. provides the background information

(relevant policies and appropriate uses and levels of
development) for a management plan, but it does
not address the question of detailed development

and management procedures for individual sites.
Policies and guidelines for the prescription of
management plans have been produced for specific
areas and this is currently being expanded to

incorporate guidance for planning of walking tracks,

coastal, rural and urban parks, showgrounds and
Travelling Stock Reserves.

specific purposes (e. g. State Forests and National
Consequently, the land administered and
managed by the Crown Lands Office is Widely
dispersed across the State. Furthermore, Crown
land within a parish often consists of smallisolated
parcels, the disaggregated nature of which creates
management problems and inhibits the realisation of
a site's full potential. It may be appropriate to
rationalise and consolidate these Crown lands as it
obviously requires fewer resources to manage a
larger, regular shaped area.
Land eXchange with other land management
authorities or freehold owners is an efficient method

of achieving a balanced rationalisation of the Crown
estate.

8.3.4 Transfer to Other Authorities
In certain circumstances, the preferred use for a

parcel of Crown land may be best achieved by
transferring administrative responsibility to another
Government agency. The preferred use, for example,
may be conservation or forestry and an authority
may have established a land management service
and programmes in the relevant area (e. g. National
Parks and Wildlife Service, the Forestry Commission
or Local Government).

In many cases it should be possible to arrange a
reciprocal eXchange with the other agency with a
view to acquiring land which is more suitable for
established Crown Lands Office programmes.
Land indentified as being suitable for urban homesites
is often transferred to the Land Commission for development
and marketing.
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8.3.2 Land for Future Public

Requirements
A parcel of land may be identified as possessing a
high capability for development (viz. urban, rural,
resi. dential or recreation development), but this use

may be unsuitable in light of present community
needs. Such land could be allocated to a "Future

Public Requirements" class until development
becomes a viable proposition.

8.3.5 Freehold Conversion

Land which has been placed into this class differs
from "vacant Crown land"in that it has been the

subject of capability assessment and a preferred use
has been nominated.

8.3.3 Land EXchange
During the past 200 years the Crown estate has

been allocated to a large number of uses including

The conversion of land to freehold status can be

achieved by a number of purchase or eXchange
procedures. The most direct method is through the
homesites and industrial land development

programme or the conversion of leasehold lands.
Land eXchange and the provision of land for
charitable or other community purposes can also
lead to freehold conversion.
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CONSERVATION POLICY
The policy on conservation issues in respect of disposal of Crown
land, conversion of leases, etc. ,issued by the Crown Lands
Office, Department of Local Government and Lands, on the 8th
July, 1982, Special Circular No. 82170

Conservation Issues
Land will be retained in Crown ownership, where possible under
existing legislation, where it comprises . strips required as access to and fronting inland
watercourses, lakes, water storages, lagoons and tidal
waters

. Land required to be retained for - scenic and catchment area protection
- preservation of the habitat of native fauna
- preservation of native flora
- soil conservation purposes
. Land required for recreation
. Land required for re-vegetation (1)
In furtherance of this policy, Crown land will not be disposed of
by way of sale if it meets any of the requirements set out above
and will not be allocated by way of lease or permissive
occupancy where these requirements will be adversely affected

Notes on above policy
(a) A conversion or purchase of a lease should be seen as the
sale of that land.

(b) The extension of term of a lease should be seen as the
allocation of the land by way of lease.
(c) The existing practice of reserving from sale alllands
meeting the conservation policy will continue.
(d) Lands retained for re-vegetation as prescribed in (1) above
shall refer to Crown lands other than those held under

perpetual lease.

NOTE: The Conservation Policy has also been incorporated
in the State Land Use Policy set as a general
statement on land retention objectives of the C. L. 0.
Isee appendix B).
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STATE POLICIES FOR LAND USE
PLANNING BYTHE CROWN LANDS OFFICE
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A10te: This pol^^yset was current at the date of publ^Shihg but maybe sub^^ctto change. )

A. THE PLANNING PROCESS
POLICYSTATEMENT

ISSUE
,. Planning Responsibility

* The Crown Lands Office will undertake environmental planning of the Crown estate at four
levels:

- State Land Use Policies - the subject of this document in

- Regional Land Use Policies and Plans - affecting areas defined by Section 4,
E. P. & A. Act or as specified by the Crown Lands Office
- Local Land Use Policies and Plans - usually related to Local Government Areas or other
suitable geographic areas.

- Site Specific Plans - essentially site development and management planning.
With exception of in above, planning will be largely the responsibility of the 13 Regional
Lands Offices

2. Planning Methodology

* A land use planning technique consistent with the objects of the Environment Planning and
Assessment Act and known as the Land Assessment and Planning Process, has been

developed and adopted by the C. L. 0. as the primary means of guiding the future use and
management of the Crown estate.
3. Land Affected by Planning

* Planning will generally affect all Crown land with the exception of those areas legally

4. Permitted Land Uses

* Although Crown lands may be committed to almost any activity, the permitted uses will
generally include conservation, recreation, urban, rural/agricultural. forestry, extractive

5. Planning Priority

* The priority for land use planning will be directed at areas where the level of demand for

6. Public Involvement

* public participation in planning the future use of Crown land will be encouraged by way of

7. Liason with Authorities

* In the preparation of land use policies and plans for the Crown estate, the Crown Lands

contracted to be sold. Proposed exclusions from land which is to be alienated may also be
affected.

industry/mining, waste disposal and infrastructure.

Crown land and the land use conflicts are greatest

plan exhibition, provision of information and consideration of comments.

Office will Iiaise with other authorities

B. GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR LAND ALLOCATION
ISSUE
8. Public Benefit

9. Future Public Requirements
10. Sustained Use

POLICY STATEMENT
* The use and development of the natural resources of the Crown estate should be permitted
only when there is a demonstrated need and where there will be a net public benefit.
* The planning and subsequent management and development of Crown land will have regard
to perceived future public requirements.
* Provision of land will recognise the principle of sustained use without environmental

degradation. By implication the inherent biophysical capability of the land to support a use
should be determined and considered. Specific capability rating schemes developed with
other land use agencies will be employed in this task.
11. Land Retention

* Land will be retained in Crown ownership where it is required for

- public access to and fronting waterbodies and watercourses
- scenic and catchment area protection

- preservation of the habitat of native fauna and the preservation of native flora
- soil conservation purposes

- public recreation and leisure pursuits
- revegetation or rehabilitation prior to public use
- protection of special natural features

12. Multiple Use

* The concept of multiple use of Crown lands will be encouraged on the proviso that the

,3. Changing Public Attitudes

* Where possible the allocation of land uses should be flexible so that future changes in
community needs and opinions may be accommodated. That is, future land use options

,4. Public Sector Uses

* priority will be given to the provision and management of Crown land for uses which are not

15. Community Impacts

* The importance of the Crown estate to the social and economic well being of communities

16. Relationship to Statutory Plans

* Land Use Plans for the Crown estate will consider statutory plans and recognise existing
land use patterns.

17. Land Value

* The allocation of Crown land will recognise the current and potential economic value of the

viability of the primary use is not leopardised.
should be retained

adequately provided by the private sector.
will be considered in the process of allocating land uses

land and its various natural resources.

-

C. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR LAND USE PLANNING
ISSUE

POLICYSTATEMENT

18. Continuous Land System

* Where possible, Crown land will be maintained or assembled with the intention offorming
linkages between public lands for a regional and statewide network of nature conservation,
public access and public recreation lands. This will particularly affect long narrow parcels
such as roads, TSR's, river beds and waterfront strips.

* Land use plans for Crown land should have the effect of protecting or improving the quality

19. Environmental Quality

of the natural environment. by giving preference to uses which:- cause minimal pollution to biological and zoological systems
- will facilitate the natural recovery or rehabilitation of disturbed and degraded lands
- would not significantly disrupt the ecological integrity of natural systems
- do riot promote the degradation and loss of soilresources
- act as protective buffers to sensitive lands or to separate conflicting land uses
20. Catchment Management

* Land use decisions should have regard to potential effects on the quality and quantity of
water resources. The relationship of land use to both ground and surface waters should
therefore be examined in line with the concept of total catchment planning and
management.
* Crown land should not be committed to uses which may threaten significant cultural or

21. Heritage Values

heritage values. Where concern exists that adverse impacts may resultfrom a preferred use,
comprehensive investigations will be undertaken
* The allocation of uses of Crown land should not degrade the valued visual qualities of the

22. Visual Quality

landscape.

D. IMPLEMENTATION OF LAND USE PLANS
ISSUE

POLICY STATEMENT

23. Land Management

* The actual implementation of land use plans will generally be achieved through a variety of
land management programmes and may be directed by more detailed site plans or policies
on specific land management issues.

24. Protecting Future Use Options

* Where a land use plan has not identified a preferred use for an area due to an absence of

25. Land Transfer

* Crown land may be transferred to appropriate government agencies when such action:-

demand or other reasons, that land should be reserved for future public requirements. Short
term use of such areas may be acceptable iffuture use options are notjeopardised

- is in accordance with comprehensive land use plans and/orlocal site management plans
- would be the best means of implementing the preferred use

- would improve benefits to the general public
26. Land Disposal and EXchange

* Crown land may be considered for eXchange or disposal to freehold ownership when such
action:-

- is consistent with the aims and results of land use plans and/or local site management
Plans

- does not conflict with the requirements of Departmental policy concerning land retention,
conservation, environmental quality, land assembly and future public requirements
- is consistent with the provisions of the C. L. C. Act
27. Land Aquisition

* Where possible, land will be acquired when it is considered essential in the public interest to
have it incorporated in the Crown estate or when such acquisition would fulfil significant
land management objectives

28. Public Information

* In order to maximise community benefits from the Crown land resource, information

regarding land use planning, land management and the opportunities for use of Crown land
will be provided in printed form and through consultation with Departmental officers.
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CHECKLIST OFFACTORS THAT MAY INFLUENCEAGRICULTURALACTIViTY*
A list of variables that should be considered when determining
the agricultural suitability of land for zoriing purposes is
presented. Not allthese variables may need to be considered in
every assessment, and it is NOT necessary to map them or
consider them in great detail. Most of this information will form
part of the general knowledge of the officer involved in the study.
Whenever possible, derived measures should be considered, e. g
length of growing season, erosion hazard, gross margin per
hectare. These measures are generally correlated with the growih
of crops and pastures and convey information in a convenient
and readily understood format.
Bio-physical Parameters:
These parameters should be considered with respect to the types
of crops and pasture that are, or could be, adapted to the area.
. Environmental impact - noise, chemicals, dust, wastes,
erosion, siltation, de-vegetation - especially impact remote
from the source. Topography - slope angle and length,
erosion hazard, aspect, altitude, flood liability, exposure, land
slip, vegetation.
. Soil physics - such as texture, structure, erodibility, depth,
available water capacity, internal and surface drainage,
rockiness, stoniness, depth to watertable, paris, permeability,
clay type, colour, surface crusting, density, aeration,
trafficability, stability under irrigation.
. Soil chemistry - fertility, toxicity, organic matter, soil reaction,
eXchange capability, salinity, sodicity, rates of fixation,
dispersability.
. Climate - length of growing season, temperatures, rainfall,
evaporation, wind, humidity, frost occurrence, irrigation, hail

Economic Parameters:

. Present economic context, trends and forecasts for demand,
costs and prices.
. Farm income levels, farms costs and returns.

. Availability of local and export markets.
. Availability of capital to farmers and interest rates on loans
. Presence of any comparative advantages
. Structure of local farming and marketing, e. g. co- operatives.
marketing bodies.
. Present infrastructure, e. g. dairy factories, transport
. Farm viability, present and long term; return on capital.
. Types of holdings with respect to size and capability to adjust.
. Availability and cost of land, locally and elsewhere.
. Accessibility and location (with respect to transport
requirements and costs)
. Influence of Government policies or monetary assistance.
. Production quotas or restricted areas.
Social Parameters:

. Availability of permanent or seasonal, skilled or unskilled
labour

. Acceptable level of living. Need for employment in the locality.
. System of farming (share-farming, owner farmed, etc. ) and land
tenure

. Demographic information - population level and rate of
change.

. Personal goals, preferences and expectations offarmers, their
general education levels, experience and managerial skill.
. The influence of political decisions and regulations, current or
proposed

isolation

. Pests and disease - presence of noxious or feral animals,
noxious weeds, insects, plant or animal pathogens (field and
storage).
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*source:

Department of Environment and Planning (1981)
Rural Land Evaluation Manual, Sydney, N. S. W

,.,

Guide to Agricultural Suitability Classification
(FROM AGFACTS, 9, FIRST EDITION 1983)

VEGETABLES

TREECROPS

CLASS

GRAZING:PASTURE

ROTATION OCCASIONAL

REGULAR

:::

SUITABILITY CLASSES

LAND USES
FIELDCROPS

HORTICULTURE

^ ^

Irrigated Rain-fed Sensitive Tolerant Irrigated Rain-fed

IMPROVED

NNWE

Irrigated Rain-fed

Seasonal Rough

DESCRIPTION

I ^

I I'

Arable land, good capability for agriculture
uses such as intensive horticulture and
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

II

111 11

cropping where there are only minor or no

.

constraints to sustained high levels of
production
Arable land, good capability for

agriculture. Uses such as intensive
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

horticulture and cropping where there may

,^,,,^,I, "'J
J 1'' '
11/' ^I

be moderate constraints to sustained

production; may be located in specially

h^

favoured areas.

. 11

Land not suited to continuous cropping or
intensive horticulture but with good
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3

I
ill

capability for agriculture and well suited to
grazing. Can be cultivated for an

.

occasional cash crop or forage crop in

E, !

conjunction with pasture management.

"11

o

o

o

.

o

o

o

o

o

.

.

.

4

Grazing land not suited to cultivation.
Agricultural capability is poor and based
on native pastures and/orimproved
pastures relying on zero tillage techniques
Overalllevel of production is low but may
be seasonalIy high.

I ,111/"

^.^

Land not suited for agriculture or for only
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

.

5

rough grazing. Agricultural production, if
any. is very low

11
I^

. Class having requirements in excess of those needed for sustained production from the land use
. Class having the minimum requirements for sustained production from the land use
I

. Class may be suited to the land use depending on the nature of the limiting factors to cultivation and crop production
11

o Class not suited to land use because of limiting factors to cultivation and/or production

o
.

I

